




2 Percentages 

2A Basic percentages 
2A.1 HKCEE MA 1989 I (Also as 8A.4.) 
(a) The monthly income of a man is increased from $8000 to $9000. Find the percentage increase. 
(b) After the increase, the ratio of his savings to his expenditure is 3 : 7 for each month. How much does he

save each month? 

2A.2 HKCEE MA 2002 I 6 
The radius of a circle is 8 cm. A new circle is formed by increasing the radius by 10%. 
(a) Find the area of the new circle in terms of n. 
(b) Find the percentage increase in the area of the circle. 

2A.3 HKCEE MA 2006 I 6 
The weight of Tom is 20% more than that of John. It is given that Tom weighs 60 kg. 
(a) Find the weight of John.
(b) The weight of Susan is 20% less than that of Tom. Are Susan and John of the same weight? Explain 

your answer. 

2A.4 HKCEE MA 2008 I 8 
There are 625 boys in a school and the number of girls is 28% less than that of boys. 
(a) Find the number of girls in the school.
(b) There are 860 local students in the school.

(i) Find the percentage of local students in the school. 
(ii) It is given that 80% of the boys are local students. If x% of the girls are also local students, write 

down the value of x. 

2A.5 HKCEE MA 2009 - I - 7 
In a survey, there are 172 male interviewees. The number of female interviewees is 75% less than that of 
male interviewees. Find 
(a) the number of female interviewees,
(b) the percentage of female interviewees in the survey.

2A.6 HKCEE MA 2010 I 7 
Mary has 50 badges. The number of badges owned by Tom is 30% less than that owned by Mary. 
(a) How many badges does Tom have?
(b) If Mary gives a certain number of her badges to Tom, will they have the same number of badges?

Explain your answer.

2. PERCENTAGES 

2A.7 HKDSEMA2012-I 4 
The daily wage of Ada is 20% higher than that of Billy while the daily wage of Billy is 20% lower than that 
of Christine. It is given that the daily wage of Billy is $480. 
(a) Find the daily wage of Ada. 
(b) Who has the highest daily wage? Explain your answer.

2A.8 HKDSEMA2016 I 5 
In a recreation club, there are 180 members and the number of male members is 40% more than the number 
of female members. Find the difference of the number of male members and the number of female members. 

2A.9 HKDSE MA 2020 I 

In a recruitment exercise, the number of male applicants is 28% more than the number of female 
applicants. The difference of the number of male applicants and the number of female applicants is 91 . 
Find the number of male applicants in the recruitment exercise. (4 marks) 
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2B Discount, profit and loss 
2B.1 HKCEEMA1990 I I 
A person bought 10 gold coins at $3000 each and later sold them all at $2700 each. 
(a) Find the tot.al loss.
(b) Find the percentage loss.

2B.2 HKCEEMA 1994-1-6 
A merchant bought an article for $.x. He put it in his shop for sale at a marked price 70% higher than its cost. 
The article was then sold to a customer at a discount of 5%. 
(a) What was the percentage gain for the merchant by selling the article?
(b) If the customer paid $2907 for the article, find the value of x. 

2B.3 HKCEE MA 1995 I 4 
Mr. Cheung bought a fat in 1993 for $2400000. He made a profit of 30% when he sold the flat to Mr. Lee 
in 1994. 
(a) Find the price of the flat that Mr. Lee paid.
(b) Mr. Lee then sold the flat in 1995 for $3 000 000. Find his percentage gain or loss.

2B.4 HKCEE MA I 998 - I 7 
The marked price of a toy car is $29. It is sold at a discount of20%. 
(a) Find the selling price of the toy car.
(b) If the cost of the toy car is $18, find the percentage proft.

2B.S HKCEEMA2001 I 8 
The price of a textbook was $80 last year. The price is increased by 20% this year. 
(a) Find the new price.
(b) Peter is given a 20% discount when buying the textbook from a bookstore this year. How much does he

pay for this book?

2B.6 HKCEE MA 2003 I 5 
A handbag costs $400. The marked price of the handbag is 20% above the cost. It is sold at a 25% discount 
on the marked price. 
(a) Find the selling price of the handbag.
(b) Find the percentage profit or percentage loss.

2B.7 HKCEE MA 2005 I 6 
The cost of a calculator is $160. If the calculator is sold at its marked price, then the percentage profit is 
25%. 
(a) Find the marked price of the calculator.
(b) If the calculator is sold at a I 0% discount on the marked price, fnd the percentage proft or percentage

loss.

2. PERCENTAGES 

2B.8 HKCEE MA 2007 I 6 
The marked price of a vase is $400. The vase is sold at a discount of 20% on its marked price. 
(a) Find the selling price of the vase.
(b) A proft of $70 is made by selling the vase. Find the percentage proft.

2B.9 HKCEE MA 2011 I 7 
The marked price of a birthday cake is $360. The birthday cake is sold at a discount of 45% on its marked 
price. 
(a) Find the selling price of the birthday cake.
(b) If the marked price of the birthday cake is 80% above its cost, determine whether there will be a gain or

a loss after selling the birthday cake. Explain your answer.

2B.10 HKDSE MA SP I 4 
The marked price of a handbag is $560. It is given that the marked price of the handbag is 40% higher than 
the cost. 
(a) Find the cost of the handbag.
(b) If the handbag is sold at $460, find the percentage profit.

2B.11 HKDSE MA PP I 4 
The cost of a chair is $360. If the chair is sold at a discount of 20% on its marked price, then the percentage 
profit is 30%. Find the marked price of the chair. 

2B.12 HKDSE MA 2014 I 6 
The marked price of a toy is $255. The toy is now sold at a discount of 40% on its marked price. 
(a) Find the selling price of the toy. 
(b) If the percentage profit is 2%, find the cost of the toy. 

2B.13 HKDSE MA 2015 I 6 
The cost of a book is $250. The book is now sold and the percentage proft is 20%. 
(a) Find the selling price of the book.
(b) If the book is sold at a discount of 25% on its marked price, fnd the marked price of the book.

2B.14 HKDSE MA 2018 I 7 
The marked price of a vase is 30% above its cost. A loss of $88 is made by selling the vase at a discount of 
40% on its marked price. Find the marked price of the vase. 

2B.15 HKDSEMA2019-I 5 
A wallet is sold at a discount of25% on its marked price. The selling price of the wallet is $690. 
(a) Find the marked price of the wallet.
(b) After selling the wallet, the percentage profit is 15%. Find the cost of the wallet.
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3 Indices and Logarithms 

3A Laws of indices 
3A.1 HKCEE MA !987(A) I-3(a) 
s· . [Y= unplify v�· 
3A.2 HKCEE MA 1990-I-2(a) 
Simplify Ja• expressing your answer in index form. 
3A.3 HKCEE MA 1993 -I -5(b) 

( -1)-3
Simplify and express with positive indices x x y1 
3A.4 HKCEE MA 1994 I 7(a) 

(a'b z)zSimplify � and express your answer with positive indices.
3A.5 HKCEEMA 1996-1-2 

5� s  lify a• a IIDp �·

3A.6 HKCEEMA 1997-l-2(a) 
Simplify :x3t and express your answer with positive indices. x- y 

3A.7 HKCEEMA 1998 1-4 
3 4 Simplify a a, and express your answer with positive indices.b-

3A.8 HKCEEMA 1999 1-1 
( 3)2 Simplify _a _ and express your answer with positive indices  a 

3A.9 HKCEEMA2000-I-2 
-3 Simplify � and express your answer with positive indices. x-

3A.10 HKCEE MA 2001 I - 1 
m3 • Simplify (mn )2 and express your answer with positive indices.

3. INDICES AND LOGARITHMS 

3A.11 HKCEEMA2002-I-l 
Simplify (a�)2 and express your answer with positive indices. 
3A.12 HKCEE MA 2003 I - 4 
Solve the equation 4x+l = 8.
3A.13 HKCEE MA 2004 - I - 1 
Simplify (a-�b)3 and express your answer with positive indices. b 

3A.14 HKCEE MA 2005 -I 2 
Simplify (x3{)2 and express your answer with positive indices. 

y 

3A.15 HKCEE MA 2006 I 1 
Simplify (a��5 and express your answer with positive indices. 

a 

3A.16 HKCEE MA 2007 I -2 
6 Simplify : _5 and express your answer with positive indices  

mn 

3A.17 HKCEE MA 2008 -I 1 
Simplify (a�)3 and express your answer with positive indices. 

a-
3A.18 HKCEEMA2009-I-2 
Simplify (x�y )3 and express your answer with positive indices.
3A.19 HKCEE MA 2010 -I- 1 
Simplify a14 ( �) 5 and express your answer with positive indices.
3A.20 HKCEE MA 2011 - I -2 

65 Simplify (;y3 )2 and express your answer with positive indices.
3A.21 HKDSE MA SP -I - 1 
Simplify (xy5)'5 and express your answer with positive indices. x y 

3A.22 HKDSE MA PP - 1-1 
Simplify (,:t:�r and express your answer with positive indices. 
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3A.23 HKDSE MA 2012 I - I
P 8 Simplify � and express your answer with positive indices.n 

3A.24 HKDSE MA 2013 -I- 1
"'0 J3 Simplify (xs:)6 and express your answer with positive indices.

3A.25 HKDSE MA 2014 I 1 
( 2)3 Simplify � and express your answer with positive indices. 

y 

3A.26 HKDSE MA 2015 I- 1 
m' Simplify 5 and ex.press your answer with positive indices.

(m3n-1) 

3A.27 HKDSEMA2016 I 1 
S. ·ty (,!l/)2 d "th .  . di rmph � an express your answer w1 pos1ttve m ces.xy 
3A.28 HKDSEMA2017 1-2 

( 4 I )3 
Simplify 7m�2)5 and express your answer with positive indices. 

3A.29 HKDSEMA2018 1-2 
7 Simplify (r1y3)4 and express your answer with positive indices. 

3A.30 HKDSE MA 2020- I 1 
( -2)' Simplify rrm 4 and express your answer with positive indices. m 
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3. INDICES AND LOGARITHMS 

3B Logarithms 
3B.l HKCEEMA I986(A)-l-5(a) 

1Evaluate log2 8 + log2 J6· 

3B.2 HKCEEMA 1987(A)-l 3(b) 
,? 7 ' s· lif log tf -logab-1mp y log.,fo 

3B.3 HKCEE MA 1988 I 6 
Give that log2 = r and log3 = s, express the following in terms of rands: 
(a) Iogl8, 
(b) logl5. 

3B.4 HKCEEMA l990-I 2(b) 
Simplify log(a') + log(b') where a b > 0.log(ab2) ' 

3B.5 HKCEEMAI991 1-7 (Also as 6C.8.)
Let a and /3 be the roots of the equation 10x2 + 20x+ 1 = 0. Without solving the equation, find the values
of 
(a) 40: x4.B, 
(b) log10a+log10/3.

3B.6 HKCEEMA l992-1 2(a)
If logx = p and logy= q, express logxy in terms of p and q. 

3B.7 HKCEEMAI994-l 7(b) 
If log2 = x and log3 = y, express log v'I2 in terms of x andy.

3B.8 HKCEEMA 1997-1 2(b)
s· rfy log8 +log4

imp, log16 · 

3B.9 HKDSE MA SP - I 17
A researcher defned Scale A and Scale B to represent the magnitude of an
explosion as shown in the table: Scale Formula 

A M=log4E
N=Iog8E

It is given that M and N are the magnitudes of an explosion on Scale A and Scale B respectively, while E
is the relative energy released by the explosion. If the magnitude of an explosion is 6.4 on Scale B, find the
magnitude of the explosion on Scale A.
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4 Polynomials 

4A Factorization, H.C.F. and L.C.M. of polynomials 
4A.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1/1*/3) l 2 
Factorize 
(a) a(3b-c)+c-3b,
(b) x"-1.

4A.2 HKCEEMA 1981(2/3) 1 5 
Factorize (1 + x)4 - (I -x2)2 . 

4A.3 HKCEE MA 1983(A/B) -I - 1 
Factorise (x2+4x+4)-(y-1)2. 

4A.4 HKCEEMA 1984(A/B) 1-4 
Factorize 
(a) i1-y+2xy+y,
(b) x'y+2xy+y-y3.

4A.5 HKCEE MA 1985(A/B) I- 1 
(a) Factorize a4 -16 and a3 -8.
(b) Find the L.C.M. of a4 - 16 and a 3 - 8.

4A.6 HKCEE MA 1986(A/B) I 1 
Factorize 
(a) x'-2x-3,
( b) (a 2 +2a)2-2(a'+2a)-3.

4A.7 HKCEEMA 1987(A/B) l 1 
Factorize 
(a) x2 -2x+ 1, 
(b) x2-2x+l-4y.

4A.8 HKCEEMA 1993-l 2(e) 
Find the H.C.F. and L.C.M. of 6i1-y3 and 4x/z. 

4A.9 HKCEE MA 1995 1 l(b) 
Find the H.C.F. of (x-1)3 (x+5) and (x- 1)2 (x+5)3.
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4. POLYNOMIALS 

4A.10 HKCEE MA 1997 I 1 
Factorize 
(a) i1- - 9,
(b) ac+bc-ad-bd.

4A.ll HKCEE MA 2003 - I 3 
Factorize 
(a) x'-(y-x)',
(b) ab-ad-bc+cd.

4A,12 HKCEE MA 2004 - I 6 
Factorize 
(a) a'-ab+2a-2b,
(b) 169y-25,

4A.13 HKCEE MA 2005 -I 3 
Factorize 
(a) 4x'-4;cy+y2,
(b) 4x'-4;ry+y2-2x+y.

4A.14 HKCEE MA 2007 1-3 
Factorize 
(a) r2+10r+25,
(b) r2+10r+25-s2.

4A.15 HKCEE MA 2009 I 3 
Factorize 
(a) a2b+a b2 ,
(b) a'b+ab2+7a+7b.

4A.16 HKCEEMA2010-l-3 
Factorize 
(a) m2+ l2mn+36n2,
(b) m2 + 12mn+36n2 -25k2.

4A.17 HKCEE MA 2011 - I - 3 
Factorize 
(a) 8Im2 -n2, 
(b) 81m2 n2 +18m-2n.
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4B Division algorithm, remainder theorem and factor theorem 
4B.l HKCEE MA 1980(1*/3) l-13(a) 
It is given that f(x) = 2x2 +ax+ b. 
(i) If J(x) is divided by (x-1), the remainder is -5. If J(x) is divided by (x+ 2), the remainder is 4. 

Find the values of a and b.
(ii) If f(x) =0, findthevalueofx.

4B.2 HKCEE MA 1981(2) 1 3 and HKCEEMA 1981(3)-1-2 
Let f(x) = (x+2)(x-3) +3. Whenf(x) is divided by (x k), the remainderis k. Findk. 

4B.3 HKCEE MA l 984(A/B) -1 -1 
If 3x2 -kx-2 is divisible by x -k, where k is a constant. find the two values of k. 

4B.4 HKCEEMA 1985(A/B) l-4 
Given J(x) = ax2+bx- 1, where a and bare constants. f(x) is divisible by x- 1. When divided by x+ 1, 
f(x) leaves a remainder of 4. Find the values of a and b. 

4B.S HKCEE MA 1987(A/B) - I-2 
Find the values of a and b if 2x3 + ai1 +bx - 2 ls divisible by x- 2 and x+ 1. 

4B.6 HKCEEMA 1989-1-3 
Given that (x+ 1) is a factor of x4 +x3 - 8x+k, where k is a constant, 
(a) find the value of k, 
(b) factorize x4+x3-8x+k

4B.7 HKCEEMA1990 1-7 
(a) Find the remainder when x1000 +6 is divided by x+ 1.
(b) (i) Using (a), or otherwise, fnd the remainder when 81000 + 6 is divided by 9. 

(ii) What is the remainder when glOOO is divided by 9? 

4B.8 HKCEE MA 1990 I - 11 (Continued from 15B.6.) 
A solid right circular cylinder bas radius rand heighth. The volume of the cylinder is V and the total surface 
area is S.
(a) (i) Express Sin terms of rand h. 

.. , 2V (n) Show that S = 2nr +--
(b) Given that V = 2n and S = 6n, show that r3 -3r + 2 = 0. Hence fnd the radius r by factorization.
(c) [Outofsyl/abus] 

4B.9 HKCEEMA 1992-l-2(b) 
Find the remainder when x3 -2x2 + 3x - 4 is divided by x - 1. 

4B.10 HKCEE MA 1993 - I -2(d) 
Find the remainder when x3 +:2- is divided by x- 1. 
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4. POLYNOMIALS 

4B.11 HKCEE MA 1994 I 3 
When (x+3)(x- 2) + 2 is divided by x-k, the remainderis k?. Find the value(s) of k.

4BJ2 HKCEEMA 1995-1-2 
(a) Simplify (a+b)2 -(a-b)2.
(b) Find the remainder when x3 + 1 is divided by x+2. 

4B.D HKCEE MA 1996 -1-4 
Show thatx+ 1 is a factor of x3-x?--3x-1. 
Hence solve x3 -x? -3x - 1 = O. (Leave your answers in surd form.) 

4B.14 HKCEEMA 1998-1-9 
Let f(x)-x3+2x2-5x-6. 
(a) Showthatx-2isafactoroff(x). 
(b) Factorize J(x).

4B.15 HKCEE MA 2000 -I - 6 
Let f(x) = 2x3+6x2-2x 7. Find the remainderwhenf(x) is divided by x+3. 

4B.16 HKCEE MA 2001 -I -2 
Let J(x) =x3 -x? +x- 1. Find the remainder when f(x) is divided by x-2. 

4B.17 HKCEE MA 2002 - I - 4 
Let f(x)-x3-2x2-9x+l8. 
(a) Find /(2).
(b) Factorize f(x).

4B.18 HKCEE MA 2005-1-10 (Continued from SC.16.) 
It is known that J(x) is the sum of two parts, one part varies as x3 and the other part varies as x.
Suppose /(2) - -6 and /(3) = 6. 
(a) Findf(x).
(b) Let g(x) -f(x) 6. 

(i) Prove thatx-3 is a factor of g(x). 
(ii) Factorize g(x).

4B.19 HKCEE MA 2007 I - 14 (To continue as SC.IS.) 
(a) Let f(x) = 4.x3 +kx2 -243, where k is a constant It is given thatx+ 3 is a factor of f(x).

(i) Find the value of k.
(ii) Factorize J(x).

4B.20 HKDSE MA SP - I -10 
(a) Find the quotient when 5x3 + I2x2 - 9x - 7 is divided by x? + 2x- 3. 
(b) Let g(x) = (5x3 + 12x2-9x-7)-(ax+b), where a and bare constants. ltis given thatg(x) is divisible

by x?+2x-3.
(i) Write down the values of a and b.
(ii) Solve the equation g(x) = 0.
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4B.21 HKDSE MA PP I 10 
Let f(x) be a polynomial. When f(x) is divided by x- 1, the quotient is 6x2 + 17x-2. It is given that 
f(l)-4. 
(a) Fmd f(-3).
(b) Factorize f(x).

4B.22 HKDSE MA 2012- I-13 
(a) Find the value of k such thatx-2 is a factor of kx' -21x2 +24x-4.

4B.23 HKDSE MA 2013-1-12 

(To continue as 7B.17.) 

Let f(x) = 3x3 -7:x?-+kx- 8, where k is a constant. It is given that f(x) =- (x- 2)(ax2 + bx+c), where 
a, b and c are constants. 
(a) Find a, band c.
(b) Someone claims that all the roots of the equation f(x) = 0 are real numbers. Do you agree? Explain

your answer.

4B.24 HKDSE MA 2014-I- 7 
Let f(x) = 4x3 5:x?-- l&x+c, where cis a constant. When f(x) is divided by x- 2, the remainder is 33. 
(a) Is x+ 1 a factor of f(x)? Explain your answer.
(b) Someone claims that all the roots of the equation J(x) = 0 are rational numbers. Do you agree? Explain

your answer.

4B.25 HKDSE MA 2015 I 11 
Let f(x) = (x-2)2(x+ h) + k, where hand k are constants. When f(x) is divided by x-2, the remainder 
is -5. It is given that f(x) is divisible by x-3. 
(a) Find hand k.
(b) Someone claims that all the roots of the equation f(x) = 0 are integers. Do you agree? Explain your

answer.

4B.26 HKDSE MA 2016-1-14 
Let p(x) = 6x4 + 7x3 +ax2+bx+c, wherea,b andcareconstants. Whenp(x) is divided byx+2and when 
p(x) is divided by x-2, the two remainders are equal. It is given that p(x) =- (lx2 + 5x+ 8)(2x2 +mx+n), 
where l, m and n are constants. 
(a) Find l, m and n.
(b) How many real roots does the equation p(x) = 0 have? Explain your answer.

4B.27 HKDSEMA2017 I-14 
Let f(x) = 6x3-13:x?--46x+34. Whenf(x) is divided by2x2+a.x+4, the quotient and the remainder are 
3x+7 and bx+c respectively, where a, band care constants. 
(a) Finda.
(b) Let g(x) be a quadratic polynomial such that when g(x) is divided by 2x2 + ax +4, the remainder is

bx+c.
(i) Prove that f(x) -g(x) is divisible by 2x2 +ax+4.
(ii) Someone claims that all the roots of the equation f(x) - g(x) = 0 are integers. Do you agree?

Explain your answer.
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4B.28 HKDSEMA2018-I-J2 
Let f(x) = 4x(x+ 1)2 +ax+b, where a and bare constants. It is given thatx-3 is a factor of f(x). When 
f(x) is divided by x+2, the remainder is 2b+ 165. 
(a) Find a and b. 
(b) Someone claims that the equation f(x) = 0 has at least one irrational root. Do you agree? Explain

your answer.
4B.29 HKDSEMA2019-I-ll 
Let p(x) be a cubic polynomial. When p(x) is divided by x- 1, the remainder is 50. When p(x) is divided 
by x+2, the remainder is 52. It is given that p(x) is divisible by 2x2 +9x+ 14. 
(a) Find the quotient when p(x) is divided by 2x2 +9x+ 14.
(b) How many rational roots does the equation p(x) = 0 have? Explain your answer.
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4 Polynomials 

4A Factorization, H.C.F. and L.C.M. of 
polynomials 

4A.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1/1*/3)-I-2 
(a) a(3b c)+c 3b= (3b-c)(a-1) (b) x4 I=(x l)(x+l)(x2+1) 
4A.2 HKCEEMA 1981(2/3)-I-5 
(1 +x)4 -(l -x2)2 = [(l +x2)j2-(I x2)2 

= [(1 +x)2 - (1 -;r")][(J +x)2 + (1 -x2)] 
= (2x+2.r)(2+2x) = 4x(l +x)2 

4A.3 HKCEEMA 1983(A/B)-l-l 
(x2+4x+4) -(y- 1)2 = (x+2)2 - (y-1)2 

 [(x+2) - (y- l)][(x+2) + (y- l)] =( x y+3)(x+y+l) 
4A.4 HKCEEMA 1984(A/B)-I-4 
(a) x2y+2.cy+y  y(x2+2x+ I)= y(x+ 1)2 

(b) x2y+a)l+y f=y(x+1)2 y3 

==y[(x+1)1 -j) =y(x+I y)(x+ l+J) 
4A.5 HKCEEMA l985(A/B)-I- l 
(a) a4-16=(a 2)(a+2)(a2 +4) a3 8 = (a -2)(a2+2a+4) (b) L.C.M. = (a -2)(a+2)(a2 +4)(a2+2a+4) 
4A.6 HKCEEMA1986(A/B)-I-l 
(a) x2-2x-3=(x 3)(x+l) 
(b) (a2+2a)2 -2(a2+2a)-3 = [(a2+2a)-3][(a2+2a) + 1]  (a+3)(a-1)(a+ 1)2 
4A.7 HKCEEMA1987(A/B)-I-1 
(a) x2-2x+ J = (x-l)2 
(b) x2-2t+I 4y2=(x-1)2 -(2y)2 

= (x 1 2y)(x-1+2y) 
4A.8 HKCEEMA f993-1-2(e) 
H.CF. = 2x),2. L.CM. = 12x2Tz 
4A.9 HKCEEMA 1995-1-l(b) 
H.CF. = (x- I)2(x+5) 
4A.10 HK.CEEMA 1997-1-1 
(a) x2 9 = (x-3)(x+3) 
(b) ac+bc ad-bd = c(a+b) d(a+b) = (a+b)(c-d) 
4A.ll HKCEE MA 2003 - I 3 
(a) x2- (y x)1 = [x- (y x)J[x+ 6•-x)] =y(2x y) 
(b) ab ad-bc+cd =a(b-d)- c(b d) = (b-d)(a-c) 

4A.12 HKCEEMA2004-I 6 
(a) a2 ab+2a- 2b =a(a b) +2(a b) = (a -b)(a+2) 
(b) I69y2 -2s = (13y)2 -s2 = (13y- s)(13y+s) 
4A.13 HKCEE MA 2005 I 3 
(a) 4.\.1 4xy +y2=(2x y)1 
{b) 4x2-4xy+/-2x+y = (2x-y)1 -(2x-y) 

= (2x y)(2x-y l) 

4A.14 HKCEEMA2007-T 3 
(a) r'+ 10r+25 = (r+5)2 

(b) r'+ 10r+25 s2 = (r+5)2 s2 = (r+S s)(r+5+s) 
4A.15 HKCEE MA 2009 I -3 
(a) a1b+ab2=ab(a+b) 
(bl a2b+ab2 + 7a+ 7b = ab(a+b) +7(a+b) = (a+b)(ab+7) 
4A.16 HKCEEMA ?QJO-T-3 
(a) 1!? +12mn+36n2 =(m+6n) 2 

(bl m2 + 12m.n+36n1 -25k1 = (m+6n)2 (5k)1 
= (m+6n-5k)(m+6n+5k) 

4A.17 HKCEEMA201l-T-3 
(a) 8Jm2 n2=(9m-n)(9m+n) 
(b) 8!m2 n2 + 18m 2n = (9m-n)(9m+n) +2(9 m-n) ={9m n)(9m+n+2) 

4A.18 HKDSE MA SP-I - 3 
(a) 3m2 mn-2n2=(3m+2n)(m-n) 
(h) 3m1 -mn 2n2 m+n = (3m+2n)(m-n) (m -n) = (m-n)(3m+2n-1) 
4A.19 HKDSEMAPP-I-3 
(a) 9..2- -42xy+49/- = (3x-7y)1 

(b) 9-1.2-4h-y +49y2-6x+ 14y = (3x- 7y)2 -2(3x 7y) 
= (3x 7y){3x-7y-2) 

4A.20 HKDSEMA2012 I-3 
(a) x2-6xy+9y1={x 3y)2 
(b) x2 6xy+9y1 + 7x-21y= (x 3y)2 + 7(x-3y) = (x-3y)(x-3y+ 7) 
4A.21 HKDSE MA 2013 - I - 3 
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(a) 4,n2-25n2 = (2m Sn)(2m+5n) (b) 4m2-2sn2+6m 15n = (2m-5n)(2m+5n) +3(2m-5n) = {2m-5n)(2m+5n+3) 

4A.22 HKDSEMA2014-J 2 
(a) ,i2-2a-3=(a-3 )(a+l) 
(b) ab2 +b1 +a2 -2a -3 =b2 (a+ 1)+ (a 3)(a+ l) = (a+b)(b1+a-3) 

4A.23 HKDSEMA ?015-1-4 
(a) x'+x2y 7x1=x2(x+y-7) 
(b) x' +x1y-7x2 x-y+7 =x2(x+y-7) (x+y- 7) =(x+y-7)(.i.2-1) = (x+y-7)(x- I)(x+ 1)

4A.24 HKDSEMA2016-I-4 
(a) 5m-10n=5(m 2n) 
(b) m2+mn-6n1 = (m+3n)(m-2n)
(c) ni1+mn 6n2 Sm+10n 

= (m+3n)(m-2n) - 5(m-2n) = (m- 2n)(m+3n 5) 
4A.25 HKDSE MA 2017 - I 3 
(a) -1.2 -4x)'+3y2 = (x 3y)(x y) 
(b) .2--4xy+3y2+ 11x-33y = (x 3y)(x-y) + 11 (x 3y) 

= (x 3y)(x-y+ 11) 
4A.26 HKDSEMA 2018-I-5 
(a) 9r3-I8r2s=9r2(r 2s) 
(b) 9? 18?-s-r? +2s3 = 9r'(r-2s)-s1(r-2s) = (r - 2s) (9r2 -.�2) 

 (r 2s){3 r-s)(3r+s) 
4A.27 HKDSE MA 2019 T-4 
(a) 4m2-9=(2m-3)(2m+3) (b) 2m2n+7mn-15n=n(2m2 +7m-5) =11(2m-3)(m+5) 
(c) 4m2 -9 2m2n 7mn+15n 

= (2m-3)(2m+3)-n(2m-3)(m+5) 
= (2m 3)[(2m+3)-n{m+5)] 
= (2m-3)(2m-mn-5n+3) 

4A.28 HKDSE MA 2020 - I - 2 
2a 

b 

a2 +a 6 = (a+3)(a 2)

a4 +a3 -6a2 =a2 ( a2 +a-6) 
aa'(a+3)(a-2) 

4B Division algorithm, remainder theorem and 
factor theorem 

4B.1 HK.CEE MA 1980(1 */3) -I-13(a) 
(a) (i) { 5=f(1)=24a+b => a+b= 7 4=f(-2)=8 2a+b => 2a-b=4 

(ll) => {::=� /(x)aO 2x2-x 6=0 3 (2x+3 )(x-2) =0 => x=-2 or2 
4B.2 HKCEEMA 1981(2)-I-3and 1981(3)-1-2 

kaf(k) a (k+2)(k-3)+3 k=/,_1 -k 3 k2-2k 3=0 (k-3)(k+1)=0 * k=3or-l 
4B.3 HKCEEMA1984(A/B)-I-1 
·: x-kisafactor 3(k)2 k(k) 2=0 => k2=1 => k=±l 
4BA HKCEEMAI985(A!B)-I-4 
{0=f(l)=a+b l => a+b=l {a-3 

4=f(-l)=a b-l => a-b=5 => b=-2 
4B.S HKCEE MA I987(A/B) -I -2 
{2(2)3 +a(2) 2+b(2) -2 = 0 

2( 1)3 + a(-1)2 +b(-1)-2= 0 
c> {4a+2b= 14 => {a= l 

a-b=4 b= 5 
4B.6 HKCEEMA 1989 I-3 
(a) (-1)4+(-1)3-8( l)+k=O => k=-8 
(b) x4+x3-&x+k=x4+x3 8x-8 =x-'(x+l)-8(x+I) a(x+I)(x' 8 )  = (x+ l)(x-2)(.t2+2x+4) 
4B.7 HKCEEMA 1990-I-7 
(a) Remainder=(-1)1000 +6=7 
(b) (i) By (a), the remainder when (8)1000 + 6 is divided by(8)+1=9is7. (ii) Remainder=7-6= J 
4B.8 HKCEE MA 1990 - I-11
(a) (1) S=2'11:r2+2'11:rh 

(ii) V=n?-h => h=� rrr 
:. S=271:r2+2'11:r(_l'.,,) =271:r'+� 

Sr c 

(b) 6'11: = 271:r' + 2(271:) 
3r=r3+2 => ?-3r+2=0 Since (1)3-3(1)+2= 0, r-1 is a factor. :. r3 3r+2=(r-1)(r'+r-2)=0 (r 1)(r+2)(r- l) = 0 

r = -2 (rej.) or 1 
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5 Formulas 

5.1 HKCEE MA 1980(1/1 *) -I - 7 
Given that a ( 1 + 1�0) = b ( 1- 1�0), express x in terms of a and b. 

5.2 HKCEEMA 1981(2)-1-2
If x=(a+b/)!, expressyintermsofa,bandx.

5.3 HKCEEMA 1993 l-2(b)
If 2xy + 3 = 6x, express yin terms of x.

5.4 HKCEE MA 1996 I - 1 
Maker the subject of the formula h = a +r(l + p2). 
If h=8, a=6 and p= 4, findthevalueofr.

5.5 HKCEE MA 1998 I 5 
Make x the subject of the formula b = 2x + ( l -x )a.

5.6 HKCEE MA 1999 1 2 
Make x the subject of the fonnula a = b + :_. X 

5.7 HKCEE MA 2000-1-1
5 Let c- 9 (F-32). If C-30, findF.

5.8 HKCEE MA 2001 - I 6 
Make x the subject of the formula y = }cx+3). 
If the value of y is increased by 1, find the corresponding increase in the value of x. 

5.9 HKCEE MA 2003 1- 1
Make m the subject of the fonnula mx=2(m+c).

5.10 HKCEE MA 2004 I 2 
. 2 Mak.ex the subject of the formula y= a=x· 

5.11 HKCEE MA 2005 I - 1
Make a the subject of the fonnula P = ab+ 2bc+ 3ac.
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5. FORMULAS 

5.12 HKCEE MA 2007 I - 1
Make p the subject of the formula 5p-7 = 3(p +q).

5.13 HKCEE MA 2008 I 6 
. . 2s+t 3 It 1s given that - -4.s+2t 

(a) Express tin terms of s.
(b) If s+t=959, findsandt. 

5.14 HKCEE MA 2009 - I - 1 
. 3n 5m Make n the subject of the formula 2- = 4.

5.15 HKCEE MA 2010 I 5 
Consider the formula 3(2c+5d+4) =39d.
(a) Make c the subject of the above formula.
(b) If the value of dis decreased by l, how will the value of c be changed? 

5.16 HKCEE MA 2011 I I 
mk-t Makek the subject of the formula - =4. k+t 

5.17 HKDSEMASP-1 2
Make b the subject of the formula a(b + 7) = a+ b.

5.18 HKDSE MA PP -1-2 
. S+b Make a the subject of the formula 1 _ a = 3b.

5.19 HKDSEMA2012 l-2
. 3a+b Make a the subject of the formula -8- = b - 1.

5.20 HKDSE MA 2013 1 2
Make k the subject of the fonnula � - ¼ = 2.

5.21 HKDSE MA 2014- I 5
Considertheformula 2(3m+n) =m+7.
(a) Make n the subject of the above formula
(b) If the value of m is increased by 2, write down the change in the value of n. 
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5.22 HKDSE MA 2015 - I-2 
. 4a+5b-7 Make b the subJect of the formula b 8. 

5.23 HKDSEMA2016 I 2 
Makexthe subject of the formula Ax= (4x+B)C. 

5.24 HKDSE MA 2017 - I 1 
3x y Makey the subject of the formula k = --. 

y 

5.25 HKDSE MA 2018 - I - 1 
. a+4 b+l Make b the subJect of the formula -3- = -2-. 

5.26 HKDSEMA2019-l 1 
Make h the subject of the formula 9(h+6k) = 7h+ 8. 
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6 Identities, Equations and the Number System 

6A Simple equations 
6A.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1'/3)-I 13(b) 
Solve the equation I -2x = -,/l=x.. 

6A.2 HKCEE MA 1982(2/3) I - 7 
Solve x-..Jx+l =5. 

6A.3 HKCEE MA 1984(A) -I - 3 
Expand (1 + v'2)4 and express your answer in the fonn a+ bv'2 where a and b are i ntegers. 

6A.4 HKCEEMA 1984(AIB) l-6 
Solve x-5VX-6=0. 

6AS HKCEE MA 2003 I 6 
There are only two kinds of tickets for a cruise: first class tickets and economy class tickets. A total of 600 
tickets are sold. The number of economy-class tickets sold is three times that of first class tickets sold. If the 
price of a first class ticket is $850 and that of an economy class ticket is $500, find the sum of money for the 
tickets sold. 

6A.6 HKCEE MA 2004 I 7 
The prices of an orange and an apple are $2 and $3 respectively. A sum of $46 is spent buying some oranges 
and apples. If the total number of oranges and apples bought is 20. find the number of oranges bought. 

6A.7 HKCEE MA 2007 -1-7 
The consultation fees charged to an elderly patient and a non elderly patient by a doctor are $120 and $160 
respectively. On a certain day, there were 67 patients consulted the doctor and the total consultation fee 
charged was $9000. How many elderly patients consulted the doctor on that day? 

6A.8 HKCEE MA 2008 - I - 3 
(a) Write down all positive integers m such that m + 2n = 5, where n is an integer. 
(b) Write down all values of k such that 2x2+5x+k =: (2x+m)(x+n), wherem and n are positive integers. 

6A.9 HKCEE MA 2009 - I 6 
The total number of stamps owned by John and Mary is 300. If Mary buys 20 stamps from a post office, the 
number of stamps owned by her will be 4 times that owned by John. Find the number of stamps owned by 
John. 
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6A.10 HKCEEMA2010 I 6 
The cost of a bottle of orange juice is the same as the cost of 2 bottles of milk. The total cost of 3 bottles of 
orange juice and 5 bottles of milk is $66. Find the cost of a bottle of milk. 

6A.ll HKDSEMASP-1-5 
In a football league, each team gains 3 points for a win, 1 point for a draw and O point for a loss. The 
champion of the league plays 36 games and gains a total of 84 points. Given that the champion does not lose 
any games, fnd the number of games that the champion wins. 

6A.12 HKDSE MA 2012 - I-5 
There are 132 guards in an exhibition centre consisting of 6 zones. Each zone has the same number of 
guards. In each zone, there are 4 more female guards than male guards. Find the number of male guards in 
the exhibition centre. 

6A.l3 HKDSEMA2013-I-4 
The price of 7 pears and 3 oranges is $47 while the price of 5 pears and 6 oranges is $49. Find the price of a 
pear. 

6A.14 HKDSEMA2015-l-7 
The number of apples owned by Ada is 4 times that owned by Billy. If Ada gives 12 of her apples to Billy, 
they will have the same number of apples. Find the total number of apples owned by Ada and Billy. 

6A.15 HKDSE MA 2017 I 4 
There are only two kinds of admission tickets for a theatre: regular tickets and concessionary tickets. The 
prices of a regular ticket and a concessionary ticket are $126 and $78 respectively. On a certain day, the 
number of regular tickets sold is 5 times the number of concessionary tickets sold and the sum of money for 
the admission tickets sold is $50 976. Find the total number of admission tickets sold that day. 

6A.16 HKDSE MA 2019-1-3 
The length and the breadth of a rectangle are 24 cm and {13 +r) cm respectively. If the length of a diagonal 
of the rectangle is (17 - 3r) cm, find r  
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6C.22 HKCEE AM 2000 - I 7 
a and /3 are the roots of the quadratic equation i1 + (p 2)x + p = 0, where p is real 

(a) Express a+ j3 and aj3 in terms of p. 
(b) Ifaand/3arerealsuchthat a-2 +{32=11, findthevalue(s)ofp. 

6C.23 (HKCEE AM 2011 - I- 7) 
Let a and /3 be the roots of the quadratic equation i2 + (k + 2)x + k = 0, where k is real.
(a) Prove that a and j3 are real and distinct. 
(b) If a= ffe, find the value of k.

6C.24 HKDSE MA PP I - 17
(a) Express 1 : 2i in the form of a+ bi, where a and b are real numbers. 

(b) Therootsofthequadratic equation i1+px+q=0 are 110
2_and 1

10 . Find + l 2l 
(i) p and q, 

(Continued from 60.1.) 

(ii) the range of values of r such that the quadratic equation x?- + px + q = r has r eal roots. 
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6. IDENTITIES, EQUATIONS AND THE NUMBER SYSTEM 

6D Complex numbers 
6D.l HKDSE MA PP-I- 17
(a) Express -1 in the fonn of a+ bi, where a and b a re real numbers. 1 +2i 
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7D.6 HKCEEMAI986(B)-I-14 
(a) c = y-intercept = 6 

Roots= 2and3 => {�;:=C-2)(3) => a= I 
-;.=(-2)+(3) => b=l 

{y= x2+x+6 (b) (i) (x+2)(x-3)=-l ==;, y=-1 Addy= 1 .=;- X= 2.2or3.2 
7D.7 HKCEEMA 1987(A)-I-14 
(a) (i) x3-6x2+9x-1=0 => {y = x3-6x2+9x 

y=I Addy=l => x=0.I,2.3or3.5 
{y=x3 6x2+9x (c) y= kTo have 3 intersections, 0 < k < 4. 

7D.8 HKCEE MA 1997 I 13 
(a) (i) 10 

(ii) l.S<x:$16-::;, 2SxS16 (b) (i) Putx= 3andH=l44: 144=32 -SI+c c= 186 
(iii) Total cost= 10 x $20+6 x 120 =$520 Total proceeds 

= 6 X $100+4 X $300+4 X $10+2 X $6Q =$1960 Gain= 1960-520 = ($)1440 
70.9 HKCEE MA 2000 I 18 
(a) LetV=ait2+bh3. 

{29n=a+b {a=IO:rt 3 a> " 81:rr=9a+27b b=-3 
V=i0h2_"!!,_h3 3 (b) (i) Surface area= Surface area of original hemisphere 

= 2;r(10)2 = 200,r (cm2 ) 
(ii) .'.:n(I0)3 -z(roh2-.".:h3) = 1400n 2 3 3 3 2000 2 2n: J 1400 -

3
-n:-20h +

3
1 =-3-a 

h3 -3Qh2 +300=0 

{'·=x3-3oxZ (iii) y= -300 Addy=-300tothegraph ==> h=3.35 

7E Transformation of graphs of functions

7E.1 HKCEEMA2010 I 16 
(a) (i) f(x)=2(x2-72x)-6 )44 

= .=.!..cx2-12x+362-362)-6 144 
=�(x -36)2+3 144 Vertex= (36,3) 

(ii) g(x)=f(x+4)+5= ;�(x-32)2+8
(iii) h(x) = 2J(x+-4) +5 =2il:\-(x-32J2+3 +5(b) (i) When u = B, B = 2/(.,) -I , 3 =f(s) = 144(s-36)-+3 

s=36 
: . The temperature is 36"C. 

(ii) From the table. {' = s - 4 . v=u+5 
Hence, 11 =2/(s) becomes: 11-5 = z!(r+-4) ==> v=2f(r+-4J+s=2idi-(,-32J'+3+5 

7E.2 HKDSEMA2015-I-18 (a) D. = (-4k)2 - 4(2)(3k2+5) = -sk2 -40 :5:-40<0 
:  It does not cut the x-axis. (b) f(x)=2x2 4kx+31..2 +5 

= 2(r-2kx+k2 -k2) +31..2+5 =2(x-k)1+k2+5 Vertex= (k.k2 +5) 
(c) Y 

(k,12+5) 

y=f(x) 

-- � �- -, _,_(_k,--!? 3) 

y=g(x) 
Sand Tare nearest to each other when they are the vertices of the two parabolas respectively. Since OS 'F OT, L'i.OST is not isosceles, and thus the x-mds is not the J_ bisector of ST. NOT correct. 

7E.3 HKDSEMA2016 I 18 
(a) f(x)=-�(x2-36x)-121 3 
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= -�(x2-36x+ 182-182) - 121 3 
I 

)' = )(x 18 13 
Vertex=: (18,-13) 

(b) g(x) =: f(x) + 13 = -�(x-18)2 3 
I , I(c) - t--l2x-12l=f(-x 

Hence, the transfonnation is a reflection in the y axis  

7E.4 HKDSEMA2018 I 18 (a) Let f(x) = hx2 + kx.
{60=f(2)=4h+2k {h=3 99=f(3)=9h+3k ==> k=24 

f(x) = 3x2 + 24x (b) (i) f(x)=3(x2+Sx)=3(x2+8.x+16-16) =3(x+4)2-48 
:, Q~(-4,-48) (ii) R=(-4,75) (ill) QR= 75 -(-48) = 123 SQ= v'602+48i = v'59Q4 RS=✓602 +752=-/§225 Hence, QR2 = s(f +RS2 . L'i.QRS is right-Led at S. (converse of Pyth. thm) 
:. Pis the mid-point of QR. 

7E.5 HKDSEMA2019 I 19 
(a) /(4) = 1 !k 

((4)2+ (6k-2)(4) + (9k+25)) 
~ -1-(33+33k) =33 I+k Hence, the graph passes through F. 

(b) (i) g(x)=f(-x)+4 
= 1 �k ( {-x)2+{6k-2)(-x) + (9k+25)) +4 
- 1-(x1-(6k-2)x+(3k- 1)2 I+k -(3k- 1)2 + (9k+25)) +4
- -1-((x-3k+ I)2-9k2+3k+24) +4 l+k 
- -1-((x-3k+ 1)2 -3(1+k)(3k-8)) +4 l+k 
- -1-(x-3k+I)2 -3(3k-8)+4 l+k 
- 1-(x-3k+ t)2+28-9k l+k U = (3k- l,28-9k) 
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8 Rate, Ratio and Variation 

SA Rate and Ratio 
8A.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1) 1 8 
A factory employs 10 skilled, 20 semi skilled, and 30 unskilled workers. The daily wages per worker of the 
three kinds are in the ratio 4: 3: 2. If a skilled worker is paid $120 a day, find the mean daily wage for the 
60 workers. 

8A.2 HKCEEMA 1981(1/2/3) 1 9 
Normally, a factory produces 400 radios in x days. If the factory were to produce 20 more radios each day, 
then it would take 10 days less to produce 400 radios. Calculate x.

8A.3 HKCEEMA 1983(AIB)-I 4
If a:b=3:4 and a:c=2:5,find
(a) a:b:c, ac (b) thevalue of aZ+b2. 

8A.4 HKCEE MA 1989 I - 1 
The monthly income of a man is increased from $8000 to $9000. 
(a) Find the percentage increase.
(b) After the increase, the ratio of his savings to his expenditure is 3: 7 for each month. How much does he

save each month? 

8A.5 HKCEE MA 1989 1 5
{x+2y=5(a) Solve the simultaneous equations 5x-4y=4 

{�+ 2b -S 
(b) Given that Sa_ c4b = 4

, where a, band care non zero numbers, using the result of (a), find a: b: c. 
C C 

8A.6 HKCEEMA 1991 1-3 (Also as 2C.2.) 
A man buys some British pounds(£) with 150 000 Hong Kong dollars (HK$) at the rate £1 = HK$15.00 and
puts it on fixed deposit for 30 days. The rate ofinterest is 14.60% per annum.
(a) How much does he buy in British pounds?
(b) Fmd the amount in British pounds at the end of 30 days. 

(Suppose 1 year= 365 days and the interest is calculated at simple interest.)
(c) Ifhe sells the amount in (b) at the rate of £1 = HK$14.50, how much does he get in Hong Kong dollars?
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8. RATE, RATIO AND VARIATION 

8A.7 HKCEEMA 1991 1-4
Let 2a = 3b = 5c. 
(a) Findthe ratioa:b:c.
(b) If a b+c=55,fnd c. 
8A.8 HKCEEMA 1995-1 5 
Itis given that x: (y+ l) = 4 :5. 
(a) Express x in terms of y. 
(b) If 2x+9y=97, findthe values ofxandy. 
8A.9 HKCEE MA 2005 - I 5
The ratio of the number of marbles owned by Susan to the number of marbles owned by Teresa is 5 : 2. Susan
has n marbles. If Susan gives 18 of her own marbles to Teresa, both of them will have the same number of
marbles. Find n.

SA.IO HKCEE MA 2011-1 6 
In a summer camp, the ratio of the number of boys to the number of girls is 7 : 6. If 17 boys and 4 girls leave 
the summer camp, then the number of boys and the number of girls are the same. Find the original number
of girls in the summer camp.

8A.ll HKDSEMAPP 1-5
The ratio of the capacity of a bottle to that of a cup is 4 : 3. The total capacity of 7 bottles and 9 cups is 11
litres. Find the capacity of a bottle.

8A.12 HKDSEMA2018 l 9
A car travels from city P to city Q at an average speed of 72km/h and then the car travels from city Q to city
Rat an average speed of90krn/h. It is given that the car travels 210kmin 161 minutes for the whole journey. 
How long does the car take to travel from city P to city Q? 

8A.13 HKDSEMA2019 I 7
In a playground, the ratio of the number of adults to the number of children is 13 : 6. If 9 adults and 24 
children enter the playground, then the ratio of the number of adults to the number of children is 8 : 7. Fmd 
the original number of adults in the playground.
SA.14 HKDSEMA2020 I 4

a 6 b+2c Let a , h and c be non•zero numbers such that -b = -7 and 3a = 4c . Find �· 
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SC.13 HKCEE MA 2002 I 11 (To continue as 15C.8.) 
The area of a paper bookmark is A cm2 and its perimeter is Pcm. A is a function of P. It is known that A is the 
sum of two parts, one part varies as P and the other part varies as the square of P. 'When P 24, A  36 and 
when P=l8, A=9. 
(a) Express A in terms of P. 
(b) (i) The best-selling paper bookmark has an area of 54cm2. Find the perimeter of this bookmark.

SC.14 HKCEE MA 2003 I IO (To continue as l0C.5.) 
The speed of a solar-powered toy can is V emfs and the length of its solar panel is L cm, where 5 S: L $ 25. 
V is a function of L. It is known that V is the sum of two parts, one part varies as Land the other part varies 
as the square of L. 'When L = 10, V = 30 and when L = 15, V = 75. 
(a) Express Vin terms of L.

SC.15 HKCEE MA 2004 I 10 (To continue as l0C.6.) 
It is known that y is the sum of two parts, one part varies as x and the other part varies as the square of x. 
When x= 3, y= 3 and when x = 4, y= 12. 
(a) Express yin terms of x.

SC.16 HKCEE MA 2005 - I - I 0 (To continue as 4B.18.) 
It is known that f(x) is the sum of two parts, one part varies as x3 and the other part varies as x. 
Suppose f(2) - -6 and f(3) - 6. 
(a) Find f(x).

SC.17 HKCEE MA 2006- I- 15 
The cost of a souvenir of surface area A cm2 is $C. It is given that C is the sum of two parts, one part varies 
directly as A while the other part varies directly as A2 and inversely as n, where n is the number of souvenirs 
produced. When A=50 and n=500, C=350; whenA=20 and n=400, C=l00. 
(a) Express C in terms of A and n. 
(b) The selling price of a souvenir of surface area A cm2 is $8A and the profit in selling the souvenir is $P. 

(i) Express P in terms of A and n. 
(ii) Suppose P : n = 5 : 32. Find A : n. 
(iii) Suppose n = 500. Can a proft of$100 be made in selling a souvenir? Explain your answer.
(iv) Suppose n = 400. Using the method of completing the square, fnd the greatest profit in selling a

souvenir.

SC.18 HKCEE MA 2007 I 14 (Continued from 4B.19.) 
(a) Let f(x) = 4x3 +k.x2-243, where k is a constant. It is given thatx+3 is a factor of f(x).

(i) Find the value of k. 
(ii) Factorize f(x).

(b) Let $C be the cost of making a cubical handicraft with a side of length x cm. It is given that C is the 
sum of two parts, one part varies as x3 and the other part varies as i1-. When x = 5.5, C = 7381 and
when x = 6, C = 9072.
(i) Express C in terms of x. 
(ii) If the cost of making a cubical handicraft is $972, fnd the length of a side of the handicraft.
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SC.19 HKCEE MA 2010 I - 10 
The cost of a tablecloth of perimeter x metres is $C. It is given that C is the sum of two parts, one part varies 
asxand the other part varies asx.2. When x= 4, C = 96 and when x= 5, C= 145. 
(a) Express C in terms of x. 
(b) If the cost of a tablecloth is $288, fnd its perimeter.

SC.20 HKCEE MA 2011 - I - 11 (To continue as 7B.9.) 
It is given that f(x) is the sum of two parts, one part varies as x2 and the other part varies as x. Suppose 
that f(-2)-28 and f(6)=-36. 
(a) Find f(x). 

SC.21 HKDSE MA SP I 11 
In a factory, the production cost of a carpet of perimeters metres is $C. It is given that C is a sum of two 
parts, one part varies ass and the other part varies as the square of s. When s = 2, C = 356; when s = 5, 
c-12so.
(a) Find the production cost of a carpet of perimeter 6 metres.
(b) If the production cost of a carpet is $539, find the perimeter of the carpet.

SC.22 HKDSE MA PP I 11 
Let $C be the cost of manufacturing a cubical carton of side x cm. It is given that C is partly constant and 
partly varies as the square of x. When x = 20, C = 42; when x = 120, C = 112. 
(a} Find the cost of manufacturing a cubical carton of side 50 cm. 
(b) If the cost of manufacturing a cubical carton is $58, find the length of a side of the carton.

SC.23 HKDSE MA 2012 I 11 (To continue as lSC.14.) 
Let $C be the cost of painting a can of surface area A m2 . It is given that C is the sum of two parts, one part 
is a constant and the other part varies as A. When A= 2, C = 62; when A= 6, C = 74. 
(a) Find the cost of painting a can of surface area 13 m2.

SC.24 HKDSE MA 2013 I 11 
The weight of a tray of perimeter £ metres is W grams. It is given that W is the sum of two parts, one part 
varies directly as£ and the other part varies directly as £2. When £ = 1, W = 181 and when £ = 2, W = 402. 
(a) Find the weight of a tray of perimeter 1.2metres.
(b) If the weight of a tray is 594 grams, fnd the perimeter of the tray.

SC.25 HKDSEMA 2014 1 13 
It is given that f(x) is the sum of two parts, one part varies as i1- and the other part is a constant. Suppose 
that f(2) - 59 and f(7) - -121. 
(a) Findf(6).
(b) A(6,a) and B(-6,b) are points lying on the graph of y = f(x). Find the area of t::.ABC, where C is a

point lying on the x axis.
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SC.26 HKDSEMA2015 I 10 
'When Susan sells n handbags in a month, her income in that month is $S. It is given that S is a sum of 
two parts: one part is a constant and the other part varies as n. When n = IO, S = 10 600; when n = 6, 
S = 9000. 
(a) When Susan sells 20 handbags in a month, find her income in that month.
(b) Is it possible that when Susan sells a certain number of handbags in a month, her income in that month 

is $18000? Explain your answer.

SC.27 HKDSE MA 2016-1-8 
It is given that f(x) is the sum of two parts, one part varies as x and the other part varies as x2. Suppose that 
/(3) = 48 and /(9) = 198. 
(a) Find f(x). 
(b) Solve the equation f(x) = 90. 

SC.28 HKDSE MA 2017 - I 8 
It is given that y varies inversely as fi. When x = 144, y = 81. 
(a) Express yin terms of x. 
(b) If the value of xis increased from 144 to 324, find the change in the value of y. 

SC.29 HKDSEMA2018 I-18 (To continue as 7B.21.) 

It is given that f(x) partly varies as x2 and partly varies as x. Suppose that /(2) = 60 and f(3) = 99. 
(a) Findf(x). 

SC.30 HKDSEMA2019-I 10 
It is given that h(x) is partly constant and partly varies as x. Suppose that h( 2) = -96 and h(5) = 72. 
(a) Find h(x). 
(b) Solve the equation h(x) = 3x2 

SC.31 HKDSE MA 2020 - I - 10 

The price of a brand X souvenir of height h cm is $ P . P is partly constant and partly varies 
as h3

• When h=3, P=59 and when h=7, P=691. 

(a) Find the price ofa brand X souvenir of height 4 cm . (4marks) 

(b) Someone claims that the price of a brand X souvenir of height 5 cm is higher than the total 
price of two brand X souvenirs of height 4 cm . ls the claim correct? Explain your answer. 

(2marks) 
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9 Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences 
9A General terms and summations of sequences 
9A.1 HKCEEMA1980(1/l*/3)-1-ll 
Let k>O. 
(a) (i) Find the common ratio of the geometric sequence k, 10k, 100k.(ii) Find the sum of the firstn terms of the geometric sequence k, 10k, lOOk, .. 
(b) (i) Show that logJOk, log10 10k, log10 100k is an arithmetic sequence.(ii) Find the sum of the first n terms of the arithmetic sequence log10 k, log10 10k, log10 100k, .. Also, if n = 10, what is the sum? 

9A.2 HKCEE MA 1984(A/B)- 1- 10 
a and b are positive numbers. a, -2, b is a geometric sequence and 2, b, a is an arithmetic sequence. 
(a) Find the value of ab.
(b) Find the values of a and b. 
(c) (i) Find the sum to infinity of the geometric sequence a, -2, b, (ii) Find the sum to infinity of all the terms that are positive in the geometric sequence a, -2,b,

9A.3 HKCEE MA !986(A/B I) -B -9 
2, -1, -4, ... form an arithmetic sequence. 
(a) Find(i) the nth term,(ii) the sum of the first n terms, (iii) the sum of the sequence from the 21st term to the 30th term.
(b) If the sum of the frst n terms of the sequence is less than -1000, find the least value of n. 

9A.4 HKCEEMA 1989-1-9 
Th"" bl 1 . e positive num ers , k, 2, ... form a geometnc sequence. 
(a) Find the value of k, leaving your answer in surd form.
(b) Express the nth term T(n) in terms of n. 
(c) Find the sum to infinity, expressing your answer in the form p + Jq_, where p and q are integers.
(d) Express theproduct T(l)xT(3)xT(5)x ··xT(2n 1) in terms ofn. 

9A.5 HKCEEMA 1995-1-3 
(a) Find the sum of the first 20 terms of the arithmetic sequence 1,5, 9,.
(b) Find the sum to infinity of the geometric sequence 9, 3, 1, ....
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9A.6 HKCEEMA 1996-1 3 
The n�th term Tn of a sequence Ti , T2, T3, ... is 7 3n.
(a) Write down the first 4 terms of the sequence. 
(b) Find the sum of the first 100 terms of the sequence. 
9A.7 HKCEEMA2003-l-7 
Consider the arithmetic sequence 2, 5, 8 . Find 
(a) the 10th term of this sequence, 
(b) the sum of the first 10 terms of this sequence. 
9A.8 HKCEEMA2005 1 7 
The 1st term and the 2nd tenn of an arithmetic sequence are 5 and 8 respectively. If the sum of the first n tenns of the sequence is 3925, find n. 
9A.9 HKDSEMA2015 1-17 
For any positive integer n, let A(n) = 4n -5 and B(n) = 104n-5 _ 
(a) ExpressA(l)+A(2)+A{3)+  •+A(n) interrnsofn. 
(b) Find the greatest value of n such that log (B( l)B(2)B(3) .. B(n)) � 8000. 
9A.10 HKDSE MA 2016 I- 17 
The 1st term and the 38th term of an arithmetic sequence are 666 and 555 respectively. Find 
(a) the common difference of the sequence, 
(b) the greatest value of n such that the sum of the first n terms of the sequence is positive. 
9A.ll HKDSEMA2018-l 16 
The 3rd term and the 4th term of a geometric sequence are 720 and 864 respectively. 
(a) Find the 1st term of the sequence. 
(b) Find the greatest value of n such that the sum of the {n + 1 )th term and the (2n + 1 )th term is less than5 X 1014.
9A.12 HKDSEMA20!9-l-16 
Let a and f3 be real numbers such that � {�-sa-18 

f3=a--13a+63 
(a) Fmd a and /3.
(b) The 1st term and the 2nd term of an arithmetic sequence are log a and Jog f3 respectively. Find the leastvalue of ii such that the sum of the first n terms of the sequence is greater than 888.

9A.!3 HKDSE MA 2020 - I - 16 
The 3rd term and the 6th term of a geometric sequence are 144 and 486 respectively. 
(a) Find the lsttermofthe sequence. (2marks) 
(b) Find the least value of n such that the sum of the first n tenns of the sequence is greater than 8xl018 . (3 marks) 
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9B.6 HKCEE MA 1988 - I 9 
(a) Write down the smallest and the largest multiples of 7 between 100 and 999.
(b) How many multiples of 7 are there between 100 and 999'? Find the sum of these multiples.
(c) Find the sum of all positive three digit integers which are NOT divisible by 7.
9B.7 HKCEEMA 1990 l-14
The positive integers l, 2, 3 ... are divided into groups G1, G2, C h .. , so that the kth group Gk consists of k 
consecutive integers as follows: 

G1: 1 
G2 :2,3 
G3:4,5,6 

Gk-I :u1,u2,- .,uk 1 
Gk: VJ, v2, ... , vk-1, Vk 

(a) (i) Write down all the integers in the 6th group G6.
(ii) What is the total number of integers in the first 6 groups G1 , G2,. . , G6'?

(b) Find, in terms of k,
(i) the last integer Uk-1 in G¼-1 and the first integer v1 in Gk, 
(ii) the sum of all the integers in Gk-

9B.8 HKCEEMA1991-l-12
do= 10 

d1 =8 ds 

I 
d, 

A maze is formed by line segments of lengths do,d1 ,d2, ... ,dn, ... , with adjacent line segments perpendicdn+2 ular to each other as shown in the fgure. Let do = 10, di = 8, d2 = 10 and d = 0.9 when n 2: 1, 
i.e. �=�=-··=0.9 and�=�=- =0.9. d1 d3 d2 t4 (a) Find d3 and d5, and express d2n-1 in terms of n.
(b) Find d6 and express d2n in terms of n.
(c) Find, in terms of n, the sums

(i) d1 +d3+ds+···+d2n-1,
(ii) d2+c4+di5+ -·+d2n-

(d) Findthevalue ofthe sum d{)+d1 +d2+d3+ ... to infinity.
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9B.9 HKCEE MA 1992 I 14 
(a) Given the geometric sequence an,an-1b,an-2b2 , ... ,c?-bn-2,abn-l, where a and b are unequal and non

zero real numbers, find the common ratio and the sum ton terms of the geometric sequence.
(b) A man joins a saving plan by depositing in his bank account a sum of money at the beginning of every

year. At the beginning of the first year, he puts an initial deposit of $P. Every year afterwards, he
deposits 10% more than he does in the previous year. The bank pays interest at a rate of 8% p.a.,
compounded yearly.
(i) Find, in tenns of P, an expression for the amount in his account at the end of

(1) the first year,(2) the second year,(3) the third year.
(Note: You need not simplify your expressions)(ii) Using (a), or otherwise, show that the amount in his account at the end of the nth year is
$54P(l .1"- 1.08').

(c) A flat is worth $1080000 at the beginning of a certain year and at the same time, a man joins the saving
plan in (b) with an initial deposit $P = $20000. Suppose the value of the fat grows by 15% every year.
Show that at the end of the nth year, the value of the fat is greater than the amount in the man's account.

9B.10 HKCEE MA 1993 -1- 10 
Consider the food production and population problems of a certain country. In the 1st year, the country's 
annual food production was 8 million tonnes. At the end of the 1st year its population was 2 million. It is 
assumed that the annual food production increases by 1 million tonnes each year and the population increases 
by 6% each year. 
(a) Find, in million tonnes, the annual food production of the country in

(i) the 3rd year,(ii) the nth year.
(b) Find, in million tonnes, the total food production in the first 25 years.
(c) Find the population of the country at the end of

(i) the 3rd year,(ii) the nth year.
(d) Starting from the end of the first year, find the minimum number of years it will take for the population

to be doubled.
, . . , . annual food production in a certain year . (e) If the annual food production per capita (1.e. . f ) 1s less than population at the end o that year 0.2 tonne, the country will face a food shortage problem. Determine whether the country will face a

food shortage problem or not at the end of the 100th year.

9B.11 HKCEEMA 1994-1-15 
Suppose the number of babies born in Hong Kong in 1994 is 70 000 and in subsequent years, the number of 
babies born each year increased by 2% of that of the previous year. 
(a) Find the number of babies born in Hong Kong

(i) in the first year after 1994;
(ii) in the nth year after 1994.

(b) In which year will the number of babies born in Hong Kong first exceed 90 000?
(c) Find the total number of babies born in Hong Kong from 1997 to 2046 inclusive.
(d) It is known that from 1901 to 2099, a year is a leap year if its number is divisible by 4.

(i) Find the number of leap years between 1997 and 2046.(ii) Find the total number of babies born in Hong Kong in the leap years between 1997 and 2046.
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9B32 HKDSE MA 2017 1-16 
A city adopts a plan to import water from another city. It is given that the volume of water imported in the 
1st year since the start of the plan is 1.5 x 107 m3 and in subsequent years, the volume of water imported 
each year is 10% less than the volume of water imported in the previous year. 
(a) Find the total volume of water imported in the first 20 years since the start of the plan.
(b) Someone claims that the total volume of water imported since the start of the plan will not exceed

1.6 x 108 m3. Do you agree? Explain your answer.
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9B.U HKCEE MA 1997 I IO 
( a) Population= 300000 x (I +2%)2 = 312120 
(b ) Let it take n yea rs. 300000(1 +2%/ > 330000 1.02" > 1.1 nlog 1.02 > log 1.1 logl.l n> logl 02 =4.81 

: . After 5 yea rs, i.e. at the e nd of 2001. 
9B.13 HKCEE MA 1997 I 15 
(a) (i) Tablel

l i I i I � I 
(ii) Totalarea=£2+3Gf +9(�)

2 +21({,)2 

= 820 g2 729 
(iii) k=t2+3(�)2 +9(:r +21({,)2 + ...

e2 e2 e2 =e2+3+9+
27

+--
=_£__=�e2 I-¼ 2 

(b) (i) Table2��=�=�= l4£j6£l8ej10ej (ii) Perimetero fB,.= 4l+(n-l)(U) =U+Un, which becomes infin itely large! 
9B.14 HKCEEMA1998-I-13 
(a) A2B2 = � = IO (cm) 

3 30 (b) A2A3 = 3+4(10) = 7 (cm) 
30 :. AzA3:A1A1=7:6=5:1 

(c) Total dist=A1A2+A:zA3+A;i,¾+. 
6 ' <--5 =-1 (cm ) 1-, 

9B.15 HKCEEMA 1999 I- 17 
(a) 500000(l -r%)11 = 254400 1 - r% = 0.949999986 => r = 5 (nrst i nt.) (b) (i) Total income = 500000+500000(1-5%) +500000(1-5%)2 +··· +500000( 1-5%)11 

500000(1-0.95 12) 1-0.95 ($)4596399 
Tot al cos t  
= ¥[2(400000) +(12-1)(-20000)] 
= ($)3480000 < ($)4596399 Hence, there i s  still a profit. (ii) 300000k > 3480000 

9B.16 HKCEE MA 2000- I- 14 
(a) Number ofseats=20+49(2)"" 118 (b) Total numbe r of seats in the first n r ows n I , = z[2(20)+(n-1)(2) =19n+n-

I9n+n2 ?: 2000 n2 +J9n-2000�0 n ::5 -14.28 or n?: 36.22 ·. Seat 2000 is in the 37th row. 
9B.17 HKCEEMA2001-I-12 
(a) (i) Perimete r =l0+39(1)=49(cm)

(ii) Sum (i0+49l(40) 1180 (cm) 2 

(b) (i) Areaof F2
= (PerimeterofF2)' Area of F1 Perimeter of Ft 

Ar eaofF2=4x (�) 2 =4.84(cm2) 
(Pl' (ii} Area of F3 = 4 x � = 5.76 (cm2) 

4.84-4 = 0.84 5.76-4.84 = 0.92 #- 0.84 They do not form an AS. 
9B.18 HKCEE MA ?001 I 14 
(b) !OOO(l+r%)4+1000(l+r%)3 

+1000(1 +r%)2 + 1000(1 +r%) = 5000 ..woo{l+r%)[(l+r%)4 -l] =..sootr (l+r%)-1 (l+r%)5 -(I+r%) =5(l+r%)-5 (1 +r%)5- 6(1 +r%)+5 =0 By (a). I + r% = 1.091 r= 9.l 
9B.19 HKCEEMA2002-I-13 

1 . v'3 � (a) A rea= z(I)(l)sm60" = 4 (m-J 
v'3 (')' v'3 I (b) A re aofsma!ID.= Tx 3 =T gv'3 v'3 I To tal area= 4+4 ·g 

= v'3. � = 5v'3 (m2) 4 9 18 
(c) Total area= v'3 + v'3 · ! + (,/3 · !) · ! +--4 4 9 4 9 9 

= J/} = 9,/3 (m2) 1-! 32 
9B.20 HKCEE MA 2003- I-!5 
(a) (i) Area= ½(k)( l -k) sin60° = :!J.k(l-k) (m2) 

(ii) x= -J.t...!.+(l-k)i-2(k)(l-k)c os60° 

(iii) = JI -2k+2k1- (k-k2) = v'I -3k+k2 

M1BoB1 � 6B1CoC1 � D.C1AoA1 
-�[2(400000)+(k-l)(-20000)]+10000 2(b) (i) 300000k > 1480000 -410000k + 1 0000.t2 

A1B1 =B1C1 =C1A1 
In M1BoB1 and M2B1B2, A1Bo I -k (given) O>k2- 7lk+348 5.2965 < k < 65.7035 

 The projec t will last for 5 months. 
B0B1 k A2B1 = 1-k (given) B1B2 k LBo = LB 1  60° (p rope rty o fequil. 6) .6A1B0B1 ~ .6A2B1B2 (rat io of2 sides, inc. L) 

(i i) Area ofA1B1C1 Area of AoBoCo (x)' ' 1 =l-3k+k-
4k(I-k) Tota! a rea= 1 -(1 -3k+k2) v'3k(l-k) v'3(1-k) = 4k(3-k) = 4(3-k) 

9B.21 HKCEE MA 2004 I - 15 
(a) (i) Perimeter=8+(10-1)(4)=44(cm) (ii) Let n frames can be formed. ;[2(8) + (n-1)(4)] ::5 1000 - !On+lii2 S !000 n1+5n-500S0 -25SnS20 -  20 fr ames ca n be fom1ed. 
(b) (i) Vol of Si: Vol of S2: Vol of S3 

= (Peri of S1 : Peri of S2; Peri of S3)3 

= (8: 12: 16)3 = 8: 27: 81 Since 8; 27 ,f=.27: 81, the volumes do not form aG.S. ( ii) ForS1, Diagofbase=-lzI+zi"=v8(c m )
Hei gbt=J52-(v;)1 =v'TI(c m) 

l ? 4v'TI Volume= 3(2)-(v'TI) = _3_ (c m3) 
Vol of S3 = 4-,/23 - � = 27,/23 (cm3) 3 8 2 

9B.22 HKCEE MA 2005 I 16 
(a) (i) Interest = 200000 ( I + :� )-200000 

= 200000(1 .005 - I) = (SJ 1000 ( ii) Amtow ed = $(201000-x) (iii) Amount owed afte r 2nd instalment 
= [200000(1.005)-x](l.005)-x = 200000(1.005)2-x(l.005 + 1) Amount owed after 3r d inst alment = [200000(1.005)2-x(l.005 + 1)](1.005)- x  = 200000(1.005)3 -x(l.0052 +LOOS+ I) 
 . Amount owed afte r nth instalment = 200000(I.005l 

9B.23 HKCEEMA2008-I-16 ?4-10 ( a) Common difference= -=-----z--- = 7 
a = I0-7=3. b=l0+7=17 

(b) (i) Tax= (P-172000) x20% = ($)0.2?-34400 
(ii) 0.2?-34400 = 3QQQQ X 3%+3QQQQ X 10% +30000 X 17%+ (P-172000) X 24% = 9000+0 24P- 62880 => 19480 = 0.04P => P = 487000 Hence, the least net total i ncome is $487000. 23000(1+�)[(1+�) 12-I] (c) Total am ount in bank (l+fq-)-1 = ($)280526.37 Tax payable= (1400000- 172000) x 20% 

= ($)245600 < ($)280526 37 
:. He w i ll have enough. 

9B.24 HKCEEMA2009-I- 15 
x-2 (a) ( i) Fare=30+
Q.2

x2.4=($)6+12x 
(ii) The fare will be 6 + 2y, where y i s  th e least multiple of 0.2 which is la rger than x. 

:. NO. 
--

( b) Fare= 6+ 12(3.2) = ($)44.4 (c) In the city, a taxi is hired for 99 journeys. The 1st journey cove rs a distanc e of3.l km. Starting from th e 2nd journey, t he distance covered by each journey is 0.5 km longer thanth at covered by the previous journey. The taxi d r iver cla im s that the tot al taxi fare will not exce ed $33000. Is the claim correct? Explain your answer. 

9B.25 HKCEEMA2010-l-17 
(a) (i) Rotate B a bout A anticlockwise through 90° 

=> D=(-6,8) . (-6+8 8+6) Centre=tmd•ptofBD= -2-,"""""z"" =(1,7) 
(ii) Radius=-J(8-I)1+(6-7)i=,/so 

l � (b) (i) RadiusofcitcleA1B1C1D1 = zAB=�=5 
-x(l.005"-1 + 1.005n-2 +   + 1.005 + I) Area of citcleA181C1D1 · · Area of circle ABCD (1005"-I) 

= 200000(1.005?-x ;_005_1 = ($)200000(1.00S)"-200x[{I.005l-I] 
(b ) (i) Letthelastinsta!m entbe the(n+l)st one. 200000(1.005}" -200(1800)(1.oosn -1) < 1800 2000(1.005)" -3600(1.005)" +3600 < 18 1600(1.005)" > 3582 1.005" > 2.23875 n > log2 23875 l og 1.005 = 161.586 

:  The last instalment is the I 62nd one. (ii) 200000(1.005)" -200(900)(1.005" - l) < 900 200(1.005)" < -1791 wh ich has no solution. i.e. Peter cannot fully repay the loan with x = 900. 

306 

(Radius ofcircleA181C1D1 )2 = (-'-)2 = !
Radius of circle ABCD ,/so 2 (ii) Shade d are a between sq.ABCD a nd cl.A1B1C1D1 = 102 -n(5)2 = l00-25n-Tolal sha ded area . . I00-25n- 100-25,r = (100-25,r)+ -2 +� 100-25,r + . .  + � (100-25n-)[1-(½) 1°] 

1-½
42 87845 

= 42.87845 = 0.27297 p x(,/50)2 which is indeed be t ween 0.2 an d 0.3. Hence the design is g oo d. 
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9B.26 HKCEE MA 20ll I 15 -
(,) 4 5 6 7 

5 6 7 8 
6 7 8 9 
7 8 9 IO 

(b) The 1st row contains: 99, 100 •. .. (99 integers). 99 * Sum= 2[2(99) +98 x l] = 14652 
(c) Sum of all integers in the 2nd row = Sum of all integers in the 1st row+ 99 Sum of al! integers in the 3rd row = Sum ofa!! integers in the 1st row+99 x 2 Similarly, sum of all integers in the ith row = Sum of all integers in the 1st row+99 x (i 1) 

Sum of all integers = Sum of all integers in the 1st row x 99 +(99+99x2+ +99x98) 
1465? X 99+99 X 

(I +93)(93) 
: 1930;97 2 

(ct) Inthekthtable, lstrow: k,k+l, ... ,k+(k 1) [k+ (2k- l)](k) (3k- !)k => Sum= 2 2 Sum of all integers (3k-l)(k) � --
2 xk+[k+2k+3k+· +(k- l)k] 

= (3k-1)k1 +kx [l+(k-l)](k-1) 
2 2 

(3k- l)k1 k1(k-1) � --2-- + -----y--
_ k2(3k l +k-1) k2(2k-1 ), which must be odd. 2 
:. NO. 

9B.27 HKDSEMASP I-15 
Let there be n rows. 

i[2(12) + (n- 1)(3)] S 930 
n(2l +3n) S 930 x 2 

n2+7n 620S0 -28.64 Sn S 21.64 :. Greatestnumberofrowsis21. 

9B.28 HKDSE MA PP I 19 
(a) 4000000(1 - r% )3 = 1048576 l -r%=0.64 => r=36 (b) (i) Let n be the number of years. 2000000 + 2000000(0.8)+ + •·+2000000(0.8f-1 > 9000000 1 - 0.8" 9000000 --->---! 0.8 2000000 0.8" >0.1 nlog0.8 > log0.l log0.1 n > log0 8 = 10.3 I 9 

.·. T he least number of years is 11. 
(ii) Total revenue< 2000000 = 10000000 1 0.8 

:  No. 

(iii) Inn years, total revenue 2000000(1 0.8") 
1 0.8 = I 0000000( 1 0.8") 

Total investment= 40000i�(�-�40.64") 
 1000;0000(1 0 64") 

Total revenue -Total investment = lOOO;OOO [9(1 0.8")- IO(l 0.64n)] 
= 100090000[10(0.82y - 9(0.8'')- I] 

= lOOOs°°OO[I0(0.8")2 9(0.8")- I] 
� lO� [10(0.8") + 111(0 8")- I]
<0 (': 0.8n<lforanyn>0) 
Hence, Tot al revenue< Total investment Thus the claim is disagreed. 

9B.29 HKDSEMA2012-I- 19 
{ab2  254100 (a) (i) ab4 = 307461 

b2 307461 
=;- = 254100 =;- b = 1.1 => a= 210000 

Required weight= (210000)(1.1)2(4) = 450000 (tonnes, 3 s.f.) 
(ii) Total weight= ZIOOOO(Ll):[(l.12)" l] 

l.l--1 = 1210000(1.21" - 1) (tonnes) 
(b) (i) Inthemthyear,n=m+4. Then, A(m+4) = ab2(m+4) andB(m) = 2ab2n 

A(m+4) ab2mb8 
=} 7 (;J = lab"' 

=�b"' 2 = 1.072{1.l)"' > 1 
A(m+4) > B(m), and th e claim is agreed. (ii) Tota! weight by Y in the fist n 4 years _ 2(210000)(1.1)(1.F 4 1) 1.1-1 

= 4620000(1.l"-4 1) 1210000(1.21" J) +4620000(1.I"-4 1) > 20000000 
121[(1.1")2  t] +462 c:;: _ {) > 2000 

177.1561[(1.1")2- l] +462(1.1" -1.4641) > 2928.2 177.1561 (I. 1"}2 +462(1.1") - 3781.7703 > 0 1.1" < 6.1047 (rejected) or J.J" > 3.4968 log3.4968 n > logLl = 13.13 
:. The 14thyearsincethest anofX. 

9B.30 HKDSE MA 2013 - I-19 
(a) (i) Total floorarea 9 x 106(1 +r%)-3 x HP = 9 x 106+9rx 104 -3 x 105 

= (870+9r) x ID4 (m2) (ii) [9x106(1+r%)-3x!05 ](l+r%) -3x 105 = l.026x 107 

150(1 +r%}2 5(1 +r%)-176 =0 

(b) (j) Required area 

11 -16 l+r%=wor 15 (rej) 
r= IO 

= 9 x 106(1.l)n-l - 3 X HP{l.1)"-2 
-3xHP(J.1)11

-
3 " 3xI05 

= 9 x 106(1.1)"-1 -3 x HP. (I.It-! - l 
l.l-l = 9 X 106(1.1)"-! -3 X J06(1.1"-J 1) = [6(1;1)" l +3] x 106 (m2) (ii) [6(1.l)" 1+3]xl06>4xI07 

1.111-1 >� 
n-1 > log-f =? n>20.0867 log l.l :. Atlheend oftbe21styear. 

{a(l.21)1 +b = l x 107 

(c) a(1.21)2+b= t.063 x ro7 
=> (1.464J 1.21)a= (J.063-1) X 107 

3x 108 =? a=� ⇒ b=7xl06 

If the claim happens at the end of the nth year, 3xI08 [6(1.1 )n-l + 3] X 106 > �(1.21 )" + 7 X J06 

6(1.1") +3 > 300(1.1")2+7 1.1 121 300(1.1")2 -660(1.1") +484 < 0 Since the inequality has no solution, the claim is wrong. 
9B.31 HKDSEMA?014 I-16 

;[2{3)+{m- 1)(2)] > 6888 -
m(2+m) > 6888 m2 +2m- 6888 > 0 (m+84)(m 82) >0 

m < -84 (rejected) or m > 82 : . Least value of m is 83. 

9B.32 HKDSE MA 2017 I 16 
(a) Total volume 1·5 x l07(l -0.920l 131763501 8 (m3) 1-0.9 
(b) Total volume< 1.5 x 107 

1-0.9 = l.5x 107 < I.6x 10s 

:. The claim is agreed. 
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10 Inequalities and Linear Programming 
lOA Linear inequalities in one unknown 
l0A.1 HKCEE MA 19 89 1-2 

. 1 Consider x+ 1 > s(3x+ 2). 
(a) Solve the inequality. 
(b) In addition, if -4 $c x $c 4, find the range of x.

l0A.2 HKCEE MA 1995 1- l(a) 
Solve the inequality 3x + 1 � 7. 
IOA.3 HKCEEMA 1999-1 3
Find the range of values of x which satisfy both 3x - 4 > 2(x 1) and x < 6. 
IOA.4 HKCEE MA 2000-1-5 

11-2x Solve - 5 < 1 and represent the solution in the figure. 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 

IOA.5 HKCEEMA2002-l 7
(a) Solve the inequality 3.x+6�4+x. 

2 3 4 5 

(b) Find all integers which satisfy both the inequalities 3x + 6 � 4 + x and 2x-5 < 0.
l0A.6 HKCEE MA 2003 l 2
Find the range of values of x which satisfy both 3 � Sx � 2 x and x + 8 > 0. 

IOA.7 HKCEE MA 2005 l 4 
. . -3x+ 1 Solve the mequality - 4- > x-5.

-3x+l Also write down all integers which satisfy both the inequalities --4 > x 5 and 2x + 1 � 0.
IOA.8 HKCEE MA 2006 - l 2

S 1 . . x+25 (a) o vethemequality x+l <-6 .
(b) W ·1 d th . . fy" th · li 1 x+ 25 n e own e greatest mteger satis mg e mequa ty x+ < -6 .
IOA.9 HKCEE MA 2008 1 -2 

S I . 14x (a) ove themequality s?2x+7. 
14x(b) Write down the least integer satisfying the inequality S � 2x+ 7.

" 

10. INEQUALITIES AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

l0A.10 HKCEE MA 2010 I 2 
. 29x 22 (a) Solve the inequality -7- $c 3x. 

(b) Write down the greatest integer satisfying the inequality in (a).
l0A.11 HKDSE MA 2012 1-6 

4x+6 (a) Find the range of values of xwhich satisfy both -7 > 2(x 3) and 2x-10 $c 10. 
(b) How many positive integers satisfy both the inequalities in {a)? 
IOA.12 HKDSE MA 2013 l 5

 19- 7x (a) Solve the inequality 3- > 23 -5x. 
19-7x (b) Find all integers satisfying both the inequalities 3- > 23 - 5x and 1 8  2x � 0.

l0A.13 HKDSE MA 2015 1-5 
7-3x (a) Find the range of values ofxwhich satisfy both -5- $c 2(x+2) and 4x 13 > 0. 

(b) Write down the least integer which satisfies both inequalities in (a).
IOA.14 HKDSEMA20!6 I 6
Consider the compound inequality x+ 6 < 6(x+ 11) or x $c 5
(a) Solve(*).
(b) Write down the greatest negative integer satisfying ( * ).
l0A.15 HKpSE MA 2017 I -5

. ('). 

(a) Find the range of values of x which satisfy both 7(x- 2) $ l lx3
+ 8 and 6 x < 5.

(b) How many integers satisfy both inequalities in (a)?
lOA.16 HKDSEMA2018-I 6

3-x (a) Find the range of values of x which satisfy both 2 > 2x+ 7 and x+ 8 � 0. 
(b) Write down the greatest integer satisfying both inequalities in (a).
IOA.17 HKDSE MA 2019- I- 6

. _ 7x+26 (a) Solve the mequality -4- $ 2(3x- l).
7x+26 (b) Find the number of integers satisfying both inequalities 4 $ 2(3x- 1) and 45 5x � 0.

IOA.18 HKDSE MA 2020 I 6 
Consider the compound inequality 

3 x> ?-x or 5+x>4 2 
(a) Solve ("') . 

. .............. (*). 

(b) Write down the greatest negative integer satisfying ("') . 

82 

(4marks) 
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lOB Quadratic inequalities in one unknown 
lOB.l HKCEE MA 1982(1/2/3) 1 - 3
Solve 2x2 -x < 36.
lOB.2 HKCEE MA 1988 - I 3
Solve the inequality 2x2 2. 5x. 
IOB.3 HKCEEMA 1990-1-4
(a) Solve the following inequalities:

(i) 6x+l 2:2x-3,
(ii) (2-x)(x+J) > 0,

(b) Using (a), find the values of x which satisfy both 6.x+ 1 ;::: 2x- 3 and (2-x)(x+ 3) > 0.
lOBA HKCEE MA 1993 I 4 
Solve the inequality x:2 -x-2 < 0. 
Hence solve the inequality (y-100) 2 - (y- 100) -2 < 0.
I0B.5 HKCEE MA 1996 - I -5
Solve (i) x;s >4; (ii) x:2-6x+8<0. 
Hence write down the range of values of x which satisfy both the inequalities in (i) and (ii). 
10B.6 HKCEE MA 1997 I -4 
Solve (i) 2.x-17>0, (ii) x2-16x+63>0.
Hence write down the range of values of x which satisfy both the inequalities in (i) and (ii).
10B.7 HKCEEMA2001 1 4
Solve :?- + x- 6 > 0 and represent the solution in the figure.

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 

lOB.S HKCEE AM 1985 -1- 3
Solve the inequality x2 - ax- 4 $ 0, where a is real.

4 5

If, among the possible values of x satisfying the above inequality, the greatest is 4, find the least.
I0B.9 HKCEEAM 1986 1 7 
Solve x > � + 2 for each of the following cases:X (a) x>0;
(b) x<0.

10B.10 (HKCEE AM 1994-1-1) 
.  2�+1) Solve the rnequality x-  2: 1 for each of the followmg cases:

(a) x>2;
(b) x<2.

83 

l 0. INEQUALITIES AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

I0B.11 HKCEE AM 1995 I 4 
.  5 . Solve the mequality x > 4 for each of the followmg cases:

(a) x>0;
(b)x<0.
I0B.12 (HKCEEAM 1996-1-3)
Solve the inequality �;: $ 1 for each of the following cases:
(a)x>-1; 
(b)x<-1.
10B.13 HKCEEAM 1998-l 6(a) 
Solve x:2-6.x-16 > 0. 
I0B.14 (HKCEE AM 1999-1 2) 
Solve the inequality x- > 2 for each of the following cases: x-1 
(a) x > I; 
(b) X < 1. 
10B.15 (HKCEE AM 2000 I 1) 

1 · a1i l c fth ll So ve the mequ ty X 2.'. l or each o e fo owing cases:
(a) x>0;
(b) x<0.

I0B.16 HKCEE AM 201 J 3
Solve the following inequalities: 
(a) 5x-3>2x+9;
(b) x(x- 8),; 20;
(c) Sx-3 >2x+9 or x(x-8) $20.
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lOE.2 HKCEEMA 1981(1/2/3) 1-8 
An association plans to build a hostel with x single rooms and y double rooms satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) The hostel will accommodate at least 48 persons.
(2) Each single room will occupy an area of 10 m2 , each double room will occupy an area of 15 m2 andthe tot.al available floor area for the rooms is 450 m2.
(3) The number of double rooms should not exceed the number of single rooms.
If the profits on a single room and a double room are $300 and $400 per month respectively, find graphically the values of x and y so that the total profit will be a maximum. 

,, ,, , .. ,, 
 , ,, ' .

' ,, ,, ., 

10. INEQUALITIES AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING
lOE.3 HKCEE MA 1983(A/B) I 12 
(a) On the graph paper provided below, draw the following straight lines:y = 2x, x+y = 30, 2x+3y = 120. (b) On the same

!
��h ;aper, shade the region that satisfies all the following inequalities: 
y$2x, x+y2:'. 30, 2x+3y '.5 120. (c) It is given that P = 3x+2y. Under the constraints given by the inequalities in (b),(i) find the maximum and minimum values of P, and(ii) find the maximum and minimum values of P if there is the additional constraint x $ 45.

y 

50 

30 

0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 X 
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l0E.8 HKCEEMA1998 1-18 
Miss Chan makes cookies and cakes for a school fair. The ingredients needed to make a tray of cookies and 
a tray of cakes are shown in the table. 
Miss Chan has 4.48kg of flour, 4.32kg of sugar and 100 eggs, 
from which she makes x trays of cookies and y trays of cakes. 

' (  
Qwkies 
Oikes 

!--' Flout 
032kg 
0.28kg 

sugar,' Eggs
024kg 2 
036kg 10 

(a) Write down the inequalities that represent the constraints on x and y. Let pg be the region of points
representing ordered pairs (x,y) which satisfy these inequalities. Draw and shade the region pg in the
figure below.

(b) The profit from selling a tray of cookies is $90, and that from selling a tray of cakes is $120. If x and y
are integers, find the maximum possible profit.

y 
20 i • I ' ' I , I ' I 

I ! i I i I i I ; I ! I ' ' ' I i ' I ' I 
i ' ! i ! '
' ' I ' I ' I i i 

! I 15 
! ' I I i 
i I I ' ; ! I 

' ' ' ' ' ; 
i i ' ' i i 
I ! i i ' I ' 10 

! ' i i i ' I i 
i I I ' ' ' I I i ' ! ' ' ' ' I I ' ' 

' i ' I 
I 5 

I I 
i I I I I 1 ! I ! 
i I I i ' I I ' 
I i I ' I I ' I ; I 

0 5 10 15 20 X 

,01 

10. INEQUALITIES AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

lOE.9 HKCEE MA 2000 I 15 
A company produces two brands, A and B, of mixed nuts by putting peanuts and almonds together. A packet 
of brand A mixed nuts contains 40 g of peanuts and 10 g of almonds. A packet of brand B mixed nuts contains 
30 g of peanuts and 25 g of almonds. The company has 2400 kg of peanuts, 1200 kg of almonds and 70 carton 
boxes. Each carton box can pack 1000 brand A packets or 800 brand B packets. 
The profits generated by a box of brand A mixed nuts and a box of brand B mixed nuts are $800 and $1000 
respectively. Suppose x boxes of brand A mixed nuts and y boxes of brand B mixed nuts are produced. 
(a) Using the graph paper provided, findx and y so that the proft is the greatest.
(b) If the number of boxes of brand B mixed nuts is to be smaller than the number of boxes of brand A 

mixed nuts, find the greatest profit.

y 
70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 10 20 30 40 60 70 X 
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11 Geometry of Rectilinear Figures 

II.I HKCEEMA1980{1/l*/3)-I-l 
x0 +3x"=(2x+40t (ext.Loft::.) 

x=20 

11.2 HKCEEMA1980(l*)-I-l5 
(a) In 6.EMC and Lvl.DC, x=y (given) 

LECM = LACD (common) 
LMEC = LDAC (L sum of .6.) 
MMC~ L\ADC (AAA) EM EC l Hence, AD = AC = 3 (corr. sides,~ .6.s) 

1 EM= JAD 
=½GAB)=¾AB 

(b) x=y (given) 
AB//EM (corr. Ls equal) 

In 6.BDP and 6.EMP, 
LBPD=LEPM 
LPBD=LPEM 1 BD=EM=4As 

(vert. opp. Ls) 
(altLs,AB//EM) 
(proved) 

.6.BDP2;!l:::.£MP (AAS) (c) PD= PM (corr. sides. 2;! 6s) CM EC I 
CD = AC = 3 (corr. sides.~ 6s) 
=> DM=3CD=2CM 

PM=CM (=PD) 
(d) PM= CM (proved) Area of .6.EMP = Area of !::.EMC 

l:::.BDP 8$" .6.EMP (proved) Area of .6.BDP =Area of 6.EMP 1 Hence, Area of 6.BDP = zArea of C::.PEC 

11.3 HKCEEMA 1981(2)-1-14 
(a) LXAB+LYBA = 180° (int. Ls,XA//YB) 

2LPAB + 2LPBA = 180° (given) 
LPAB+LPBA = 90° 

:. In l:::.ABP, 
LAPS= 180° -(LPAB+LPBA) 

= 180° -90° 

=90° 

(L sum of 6) (proved) 
(b) Let Q be on AB such that LAPQ = LAPC. In D.APC and l:::.APQ, 

AP=AP 
LCAP=LQAP 
LAPC = LAPQ 
C::.A.PC 2;! 6.A.PQ 

CP=PQ Besides, 

(common) (given) (by construction) (AAS) ( corr. sides, � 6.s) 
LQPB = 90° - LAPQ = 90° L.APC (corr. Ls, £a: 6s) 
=> LDPB=180° -90° L.APC (adj.Lsonstline) 

=90° -LAPC 
=LQPB 

·. In 6BPD and 6BPQ, 
PB=PB 

LPBD=LQBP 
LDPB=LQPB 
6.BPD2;!68PQ 

(common) (given) (proved) (AAS) 
PDPQ 

CP=DP (=PQ)
(corr. sides, £a: 6s) 

(o) AC=AQ (corr. sides, 8$" 6s) 
BD = BQ (corr. sides, 2;! 6.s) 
AC+BD=AQ+BQ=AB 

llA HKCEEMA 1988-l-8(n) 
11 y D B 

(i) A�� 
B C 

(ii) LABC = 90° (property of square) 
LPBC=60° (propertyofequil6.) 
=> LABP = 90° - 60° = 30° 

AB = BC (property of square) 
= BP (property of equil 6.) => LPAB = LAPB (base Ls, isos. 6.) 

= (180° -30° ) -;-2 = 75° (L sum of .6.) 
LPQC = 180° -LPAB = 105° Ont. Ls,AB//DC) 

11.5 HKCEEMA1993(l)-I-l(c) 
X 3 ? = 5 (mtercept Ihm) 21 

,=;,, x=5 
11.6 HKCEEMA1995-I-l(c) 
Required L = (S-2)180° - 8 = 135° (L sum of polygon) 
11.7 HKCEEMA 1995-I-l(d) 
AB= DC= 5 and LA = 90° (property of rectangle) 

BD=JAB1 +ADl=l3 (Pyth.thm) 
11.8 HKCEEMA 1996-I-IO 
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(a) X = 360° -80° 60° -80° -75° = 65° 

(sum of ext. Ls of polygon) 
(b) 6.ABE and 6CDB (SAS) 
(c) In6ABE.y+z=S0° (ext.Loft:;.) 

6.ABE � 6.CDB 
LCDB = y (corr. Ls, £a: 6.s) 

BD = BE (corr. sides, £a: 6s) 
LBDE = LEED (base Ls, isos. 6) =180°-z (65° ) (adj.Lsonst.line) 

= 115°-z 
LCDB+LBDE + 75° = 180° (adj. Ls on st. line) y+(IW-z)+75° = 180° 

z )'= 10° 

Hence, {:-y = 100 :.;-- {y =35o 

y+z=80° z=45° 

. ln.6.BDE, 0=180° 2LBED (Lsumof.6.J = 180° 2(ll5° z) = 40° 

11.9 HKCEE MA I 998 -r -2 
x= 180 120=60 
y= (4-2)180-80-140-x =80 

(adj. Ls on st. line) 
(L sum of polygon) 

11.10 HKCEEMA1999-I-14 
(a) LABE 180"-LABD 

180° -LCDB 
LCDF 

(adj. Ls on st. line) (alt. Ls, AB//DC) (adj. Ls 011 st line) (b) In MB£ and 6CDF, 
AB= CD (property of/ /gram) 
EB= FC (given) 

LARE = LCDF (proved) 
l:::.ABE � 6CDF (SAS) '9 LE=LF (corr.Ls,�6s) :.;-- EA/ /CF (alt. Ls equal) 

11.11 HKCEEMA2000-l-13 
(a) LA = LABC = LBCD (given) =(5 2)180° -:--5 (Lsumofpolygon) 

= 108° 

LGCD = 90° (property of square) =? LBCG=l08° -90° =J8° 

BC=CD=CG (given) 
LGBC = LBGC (base Ls, isos. 6) 
In.6.BCG, LGBC= (180° -LBCG)-:-2 (Lsumof 6) =81° 

LABP = 108° 81" = 27° 

LAPB=180° -LA-LABP=45° (Lsumof6) 
11.12 HKCEE MA 2002 I - JO 
(a) In 6.ABC. LB = LC 

= (180° -20°)-:--2 
= goo In 6CBE, LE= LB= S0° 

LECB = 180° - 2(80°) 
= 20° 

LECF = 80° 20° = 60° 

(base Ls, isos. 6) (L sum of 6) 
(base Ls, isos. 6.) (L sum of 6.) 

Thus, 6CEF is equilateral. => LCEF = 60" 
(b) LEDF = LDEF (base Ls. isos. 6) 

= 180° -LCEF-LBEC (adj. Ls on st line) =40° 

LDFA=40° -LA=20° (ext.Lof6) 
LDFA = LDAF = 20� (proved) 
AD= DF (sides opp. equal Ls) 

11.13 HKCEEMA2004 1-12 
(a) (1) LAEF = LCED (vert. opp. Ls) 

= LCDE (base Ls, isos. 6.)=36° 

(ii) LABC = LACS (base Ls, isos . .6.) 
= LCDE + LCED (ext. L of .6.) 
= 72° 

LBAC=l80° 2(72°)=36° (Lsumof.6.) 
(b) (i) LFAE = LAEF = 36° (proved) 

AF= FE (sides opp. equal Ls) 
AF=FB,FE=FB (given) 
LEFB=LA+LAEF=72° (ext.Lof.6.) 
LFEB = LFBE (base Ls, isos. 6.) 

= (180° -LEFB)-;-2=54° 

Hence, LAEB = LAEF+LFEB = 36° +54° = 90° 

(ii) AC=AB=�=-1-'-cos LA cos 36° 

BE =AEtanLA = 10tan36° 

I Area of 6.A.BC = 2AC·BE =44.9 (cm2, 3.s.f.) 
11.14 HKCEEMA2005-l-8 
x= (6-2) 18076 = 120 (L sum of polygon) In .6A.BC, LB= 120° 

AB=BC 
:. y0=LBAC 

y= (180-LB)+2 
(given) (base Ls, isos. 6.) (Lsumof6) =30 

LABG = LBAG = 30° 

i' = LA.GB (vert. opp. Ls) z=IB0-30 30=120 (Lsumof6) 
II.IS HKCEEMA2006-I-5 
LABE = LAEB (base Ls. isos . .6) 

=LCBE=70" (alt.Ls,BC//AD) 
LBCD= 180°-LABC (i.nt. Ls,AB//DC) 

= 180° -(70° - 70°) = 40° 

11.16 HKCEE MA 2007 -I-8 
.i: = 180° -110° = 70° (adj. Ls on st. line) 
LCBF = z (base Ls, isos. 6.) 
LEBC=110" (alt.Ls,AC//DF) Z= 110° 90° =20° 

y=180"-90°-x=20° (Lsumcf6) 
11.17 HKCEEMA2008-l-9 
x=33° (alt.Ls,CD//AB) y=43"+x=76° (cxtLof6) 
LACE= y = 76° (base Ls. isos. 6.) z=180° -LACE-y=28° (Lsumof6) 
11.18 HKDSE MA 2020-I- 8 
s, AB""BE (given) 

LAEB = LBAE (base Ls, isos. A) 
LAEB=30° 

L4DB==LBED+LDBE (ext. L of A) 
42° =30"+LDBE 

LDBE=12" 
LBEC"" LDBE (alt.Ls, BD // CE) 

=12" b LDCE=LBDC (alt.Ls,BD//CE) 
aB 

LCEF+LCFE+LECF=-180° (LsumofA) 
12"+LCFE+0:180° 

0:168°-0 
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11B Congruent and similar triangles 

lIB.l HKCEE MA 1982(2)-1-13 
(a) LDAB = LEAC = 60" (property of equil . .6.) 

LDAB + LBAC = LEAC + LBAC 
LDAC=LBAE 

In MDC and !:::.ABE, 
DA = BA 

LDAC=LBAE 
AC=AE 

.6.ADC e! .6.ABE 
DC=BE 

(property of cquil. D.) 
(proved) 
(property of equil. D.) 
(SAS) 
(corr. sides,� D.s) 

llB.2 HKCEE MA 2001-I- J l 
(a) PA1=PA=xcm 

In&BA', x2=PB2 +BA12 (Pyth.thm) 
x2 = (12-x)2+(12- 2)2 
;,f = 144-24.:c+/+36 ⇒ x=7.5 

(b) In MBA' and M1CR, 

(c) 

LB=LC=90" 
LBPA' = 180° LB-LPA'B 

,,,,90° -LPA'B 
LCA'R= 180° -LPA'R-LPA'B 

=90° -LPA'B 
=e:,. LBA'P = LCA1R 

LBA'P=LCRA' 
.6.PBA 1 ~ 6A1CR 
PA' A'R 
PB = A'C 

7.5 A'R 
12-7.5 =-y

(corr. sides.~ D.s) 

⇒ A'R= I0(cm) 

llB.3 HKCEE MA 2003 - I- 8 
(a) In l::.ABC and D..CDA, 

(given) 
(Lsumof .6.) 

(adj. Ls on st. line 

(L sum of D.) 
(AAA) 

AB= CD (property of/ /gram) 
BC =DA (property of //gram) 
AC= CA (common) 

.6.ABC � lJ>.CDA (SSS) 
(b) l::.ABD � D.CDB, !:::.ABE� D.CDE. 6ADE � .6.CBE 

llB.4 HKCEE MA 2009 -I- 11 
(a) LADC=LACE-LCAD (ext.Loft.) 

= LACE- LBCE (given) 
= LACB 

In 6.ABC and l:,AED, 
AC=AD 
BC=ED 

LACB = LADE 
D.ABC � D.AED 

(given) 
(given) 
(proved) 
(SAS) 

(b) (i) In 6.ABF and D.DEA, 
LAFB=LDAE 
LABF=LDEA 
LBAF = LEDA 
6ABF~6DEA 

(ii) D.CEF, D.CBA 

(alt Ls,AD//BC) 
(corr. Ls,� 6s) 
(L sum of 6) 
(AAA) 

llB.5 HKCEE MA 2010 I 9 
(a) LEAC+LACD=180° (intLs,AE//CD) 

InMBC, LABC+LBAC+ LBCA = 180" 
(Lsumof 6) 

LABC+(l08° -i.EAC)+(126° -LACD) = 1 80° 

LABC+234° -(180 ° ) = 180° 

(proved) 
LABC = 126° 

(b) In /Y.BC and 6DCB, 
AB=DC 

LABC = LDCB = 1 26° 

BC=CB 
/Y.BC � D.DCB 

(given) 
(proved) 
(common) 
(SAS) 

llB.6 HKCEEMA20l1 T-9 
(a) In 6.ABD and D.ACD, 

LBAD LCAD 
AD=AD 

LABD=LACD 
6ABD �D.ACD 

(given) 
(common) 
(given) 
(ASA) 

(b) LCAD=LBAD=31° (given) 
In MCD, 
LADC = 180° -31° - !7° = 132° 

LADE= LADC = 132° 

DB = DC 
LBDC = 360° - 132° - 132° = 96° 

LCBD=LBCD 
= (180° -96°)-:-2 =42° 

llB.7 HKDSEMA2013 1-7 
(a) BE= CE (given) 

(L sum of D.) 
(corr. Ls.� D.s) 
(corr. sides,� 6s) 
(Ls ata pt) 
(base Ls, isos. 6) 
(L sum of 6) 

LBCE = LCBE (base Ls, isos. D.) 
In .6.ABC and 6DCB, 

LBAC=LBDC 
LACB=LDCB 

(given) 
(proved) 

BC= CB (common) 
L::.ABC � 6DCB {A.AB) 

(b) (i) 3 (6ABC � 6DCB, 6ABE � 6DCE, .6.ABD � 6DCA) 
(ii) 4 (the 3 in (i) and .6.ADE ~ .6.CBE) 

llB.8 HKDSEMA 2014 I 9 
(a) In !:::.ABC and 6BDC, 

(b) 

LC=LC 
LBAC=LDBC 
LABC=LBDC 
6ABC~6BDC 

(common) 
(given) 
(L sum of 6) 
(AAA) 

AC BC 
BC DC (corr. sides,~ D.s) 
25 20 
20 = DC 
DC= 16 

sc1 = 202 = 400 
BD'- +CD2 = 122 +162 =400 =BC2 

D.BCD is a right-Led 6. (converse of Pyth. thm) 
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13 llB.9 HKDSE MA 2015 
(a) In 6ABE and .6.BCF, 

AB=BC 
LB=LC=90° 

AE = BF 
(property of square) 
(property of square) 
(given) 

6ABE�6BCF (RHS) 
{b) LAEB = LBFC (corr. sides, 8!: .6.s) 

In D.BEG, 
LBGE = 180° LGBE LGEB 

= 180° - LGBE- LBFC 
= LBCF =90° 

:. YES. 

(L sum of 6) 
(proved) 
(L sum of D.) 

(c) BE= CF= 15 cm (corr. sides, 2" 6s) 
BG=JBE'- -EG2=12cm (Pyth.thm) 

llB.10 HKDSEMA2016 I 13 
(a) DE = ED (common) 

BD+DE=CE+ED (given) 
BE=CD 

In 6ACD and .6.ABE, 
BE=CD 

LAEB=LADC 
AE=AD 

6ACD�6ABE 

(proved) 
(given) 
(sides opp. equal Ls) 
(SAS) 

(b) (i) DM = EM (given) 
:. AM .1.DE (propertyofisos . .6.) 
AM= JAD2 -(DE-:-2)2 = 12(cm) (Pyth. thm) 

(ii) AB=JAM-+BM =20(cm) (Pyth.thm) 
B£2 = 252 = 625 
AB2+AE1 =AB2 +AD2 {corr. sides,� D.s) 

=202 + 152 = 625 = BE1 

·. YES. (converse of Pyth. thm) 

llB.11 HKDSEMA2017 I-10 
(a) OP= OR and PS= RS (given) 

OS.l.PR (propertyofisos.6) 
In 60PS and 60RS. 

OP=OR 
0S=0S 

L0SP = L0SR 
60PS�L0RS 

(given) 
(common) 
(proved) 
(RHS) 

llB.12 HKDSEMA2018 1-13 
(a) LC=l80° LB=90° (int.Ls,AB//DC) 

LBAE = 180° - LAB£-LAEBquad (L sum of .6.) 
=90" LAEB 

LCED = 180 ° - LAED- LAEB (adj. Ls on st. line) 
= 90" LAEB 

BAE=LCED 
In .6.ABE and D.ECD, 

LB= LC= 90° (proved) 
LBAE = LCED (proved) 
LBEA = LCDE (L sum of .6.) 
D.ABE ~ 6ECD (AAA) 

(b) (i) BE= JAE2 -AB2 = 20cm (Pyth. thm) 
AB EC 
BE = CD 
15 36 
w = co 
CD= 48cm 

(corr. sides,~ D.s) 
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(ii) DE=Ycol+cE2 =60cm (Pyth.thml 
I , Area of DADE= 2(25)(60) = 750(cm-) 

(iii) AD= J251 +601 = 65 (cm) (Pyth. thm) 
Let£ cm be the shortest distance from E to AD. 

AD-e -2 = Area of !::,ADE 
£=2x750-:-65 

= 23.077 > 23 
.-. NO. 

11BI3 HKDSEMA2020-l-18 

LTUV =L.J'WU (L. ill al� •'1',lllonl) 
LUTV=L.WTU (=L.) 
LUVT=LWUT [3rdLofil) 
MflV-MTU (AA.A.) 

,l.UTV-t;.WIV (from{n)) 
: =f& (<:0<r ,id.._-.1sj 

ro ;v 
TV+YW=JV 
�=� 32S+VW iSO VW�1541cm 

Tb, circumference of C= ,r\1547) 
=el547,rcm 

MflV-t>.WIU {liom(a)) : � (corr.oides,-!1:1) 
UV 325 
uw"'180 
uv .. fi:irn' 
LVUW"=90" (Linoc:mi-circl•J 

uv'+UW'=VW' (Pylh.Thm.J 
(iiuw J +aw' 154i' 

UW=J428cm 

Thcpcnmele< oft.UVW =DY +VII'+ VW 
=ii"UW+UW+MI' 
=�{1428}+ 1428+1547 
=3S"J0em 
=35.1,u 
;,-3'!'.m 

Tuerefurc, the perimeter of .i.UVW c.�c.,,.J,, 35 m. 
Thccl,rlmso.sreO<iwith. 
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12B.20 HKDSE MA 2016 I 20 (To continue as 16C.54.) 
LOPQ is an obtuse-angled triangle. Denote the in-centre and the circumcentre of ,6.0PQ by I and J respec
tively. It is given that P, I and J are collinear. 
(a) Prove that OP= PQ.

12B.21 HKDSEMA 2019 1 17 {To continue as 160.14.) 
(a) Let a and p be the area and perimeter of 6.CDE respectively. Denote the radius of the inscribed circle 

of l::.CDE by r. Prove that pr= la. 
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12A.32 HKDSE MA 2018 I 8 
x= 180° - e (opp. Ls., cyclic quad.) 
LBED = LBAD = x (Ls in the same segment) 

=LADE (alt.Ls,AB//ED) 
y=I80°-LBED-LADE (LsumofD.) 

= 180° 2(180° 0) = 20-180° 

12A.33 HKDSEMA2019-I 13 
(a) Method I Reflex LDOA = 2LDEA (Lat centre twice L at 0c'') 

=230° 

:⇒ LDOC = 230° -180° = 50° 

LCBF = LDOC-;-2 = 25° (L at centre twice Lat 0c') 
Method2 
LABD = 180° -LAED = 65° (opp. Ls, cyclic quad. ) 
LABC = 90° (L in semi-circle) 

LCBF = 90° - 65° = 25° 

(b) LOCB=LDOC=50° (alt. Ls,BC//0D) :⇒ LBOC=l80° -2LOCB=80° 

Perimeter of sector OBC = 2 x 18+BC 

·. NO 

80° =36+3600 x21r(l8) 
= 61.13 > 60 (cm) 

12B Tangents of circles 
12B.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1*)-I-8 
LTAB = LTBA = 65° (L in alt. segment) 

X"=LTAB+LTBA=l30° (ext.Lof.6) 

12B.2 HKCEEMA 1981(2)-I-13 
(a) LMQT =x (Lin alt. segment) 

LNQT = y (Lin alt. segment) 
LMQN=x+y 

(b) LPTR=I80°-LTPR-LPRT (Lsumof.6) 
= 180°-x-y 

LMQN+LMTN= (x+y) +(180° -x y) = 180° 

Q. M. T and N are concyclic. (opp. Ls supp.) 
(c) QMTN is c yclic, (proved) 

LNMT = LNQT = y (Ls in the same segment) 
LNMT = LPRN = y (proved) 
P,M, N and R are concyclic. (ext. L =int.opp. L) 

(d) l:.MNT ~.6RPT, 6.MQT ~6QPT,.6NQT ~ l:.QRT 

12B.3 HKCEEMA1987(?)-I-14 
(a) LABT = LATR (Lin alt. segment)(large circle) 

= LPQT (Lin alt. segment)(small c ircle) 
AB//PQ (corr. Ls equal) 

(b) Consider the small circle. 
LQTS = LBSQ (Lin alt. segment) 

=LSQP (alt.Ls,AB//PQ) 
= LST P (Ls in the same segment) i.e. ST bisects LATB. 

(c) .6PTK, !:::ATS, .6.4.SP, .6SQK 

12B.4 HKCEEMA 1983(A/B)-I-2 
(a) LOAB = LOBA = 60° (property of equil .6) 

AC=OA=AB (given) 
LABC = LACB (base Ls, isos . .6.) 

=LOAB'":"'2=30° (ex t.Lof.6) 
(b) LOBC=60°+30°=90° 

CB is tangent to the circle at B. (converse of tangent ..L radius) 

12B.5 HKCEEMA 1984(AIB)-I-5 
LCBD  80° (Lin alt. segment) 
x=lS0 30 80=70 (adj.Lson st.line) 
y = x = 70 (L in alt. segment) 
AB=AD (tangentproperties) ⇒ LBDA = x0 (base Ls, isos. D.) 

z=l80-x-x=40 (Lsumof.6.) 

12B.6 HKCEE MA 1985(AIB)- I - 2 
!'.APB= LABP (base Ls, isos . .6) = x0 (L in all. segment) 
:. In D.BCP, x0 +x0 + (x0 + 60°) = 180 ° (L sum of .6.) 

x=40 
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12B.7 HKCEEMA 1986(AIB)-I-2 
TA= TB (tangent properties) 
LABT = x" (base Ls, isos . .6.) 

=(180° -30 °)'":"'2 (Lsumof6.) ⇒ x=75 
y0=LACB (alt.Ls,AC//TF) 

= LABT = x" (L in alt. segment) ⇒ y = 75 

12B.8 HKCEEMA l986(A/B)-I 6 
(a) D.CAT 
(b) .6.BCT ~ !::.CAT 

BT CT 
CT = AT (corr. sides.~ .6.s) 
X 10-v'Z 

J0./2 17+x !7x+x2=200 ⇒ x=8or-25(rejected) 
12B.9 HKCEEivIA 1987(A/B)-I-6 
LODA= 90° (tangent L radius) 
LOAD= 60° - 2 = 30° (tangent properties) 

A0= 1 =2 (cm) sin30° 

r=AE=2+1=3 

12B.10 HKCEE MA 1987(A/B)- I-7 
LABC = 90° (L in semi-circle) 
LAPB = LPAB = x0 (base Ls, isos. D.) 

= LCBP (L in alt. segment) 
:. In /JABP, x" +x0 + (90° +x") = 180° (L sum of 6) x=30 

12B.11 HKCEEMA 1988-I-8(b) 
(i) In MCT and l:.TCB, 

LTCA=LBCT 
LTAC=LBTC 
LCTA=LCBT 

(common) (L in alt. segment) (L sum of D.) (AAA) 
(ii) 

!:::ACT ~DTCB 
AC TC 
CT

= 
CB (corr. sides,~ 6s) 

AB+5 Z => AB=..!.2_ 6 5 5 

12B.12 HKCEEMA1991-l-13 
(a) In .6ABC and 6ABD, 

AC=AD (radii) 
(radii) 
(common) 
(SSS) 

(b) (i) 

BC=BD 
AB=AB 

MBC�.6.4.BD 
LCAD = 2(55°) (L at c entre twice Lat 0c') = 110° 

and LCAB=LDAB (corr.Ls,�.6s) 
LCAB=110+2=55° 

LDBA = LCBA (c orr. Ls,!':;! .6.s) = 180° LACB- LCAB (L sum of .6.) =30° 

:⇒ LCBD = 30° + 30° = 60 ° 

LEFD= ½LCBD (Lat centre twice L at0°') 
= ½(60°) = 30° 

(ii) (l) 

<Ci,'jl"z-,-, 
·,,P, •G (The centre of S lies on the intersection of the perpendicular bisector of DF and the line at F perpendicular to CF.) (2) Let P be a point on major DF and G be the centre ofS. 

LCFD=LFPD=30° (Linalt . segment) 
LFGD = 2 x 30° (L at centre t w ice L at 0c�) =60° 

Hence, .6FGD is equilateral. ⇒ Diameter= 2GF = 2DF 

12B.13 HKCEEMA1995-I-14 
(a) (i) LPQA = LPRQ (Lin alt. segment) 

=LPMA (corr.Ls,AC//QR) 
M, P,A and Qare concyclic. (converse of Ls in the same segment) 

(ii) LMQR LAMQ (alt.Ls,AC//QR) = LAPQ (Ls in the same segment) = LMRQ (Lin alt segment) 
MR=MQ (sidesopp.equalLs) 

(b) LQPR=LQAC=50° (Lsinthe samesegment) 
LRMQ = LPAQ =70° (opp. Ls, cyclic quad.) 
LMQR=(180° -70°) ":"'2=55° (Lsumof.6.) 
LMQP = LPAC= 20° (Ls in the same segment) 
:. LPQR=LMQR+LLMQP=75° 

(c ) (i) Property ofisos . .6 
(ii) L bisector of chord passes through centre 

12B.14 HKCEEMA1997-I-16 
(a) (i) LEAB= 90° (tangent ..  radius) 

LFEA+LEAB=90°+90° = 180° 

AB//EF (int.Ls supp.) 
(ii) LFDE = LBDC (vert. opp. Ls) 

= LDBC (base Ls., isos . .6.) 
=LFED (alt.Ls,AB//EF) 

FD=FE (sidesopp.equalLs) 
(iii) If the circle touches A£ at E, its centre lies on EF. 

If ED is a chord, the centre lies on the ..L bisector of 
ED. 
: . The intersection of these two lines, F, is the centre of the circle described. 

12B.15 HKCEE MA 2000 I 16 
(a) In .60CP, LCPO = 90° (tangent ..L radius) 

LPC0=180°-30°-90° (LsumofD.) 
:. LPQ0=60° '":"'2=30° (Latcentre twice Lat0c') 

(b) (i) LSOC=LPOC=30° (tangentproperties) 
LPQR= 180° -LPOS (opp. Ls, cyclic quad.) 
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= 120° 

:⇒ LRQO = 120° - 30° = 90° 

RQ is tangent to the circle at Q. (converse of tangent ..L radius) 
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13 Basic Trigonometry 

13A Trigonometric functions
13A.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1/l*/ 3 )-l-4 
If 0° < e < 360° and sine = cos 120 °, find e.

13A.2 HKCEE MA 1981(1/2/3) -I-4 
Solve cos(200 ° + 8) = sin 120 ° where 0° s; e ::5 180 ° . 

13A.3 HKCEEMA 1982(1/2/3) 1 5 
Solve 2 sin20+5sin8-3=0 for0,where 0° ::58<360 °. 

13A.4 HKCEE MA 1983(A/B) -1-7 
Find all the values of 8, where 0° S 0 S. 360°, such that 2cos2 0 +5 sin8 + l  0 .  

13A.5 HKCEE MA 1984(A/B) I 7 
. l+cose Given tan e = � (0 ° < e < 90 °),

(a) rewrite the above equation in the form acos2 8 +bcos 0 +c = 0 where a, band care integers;
(b) hence, solve the given equation.

13. BASIC TRIGONOMETRY 

13A.10 HKCEE MA 1989 l 7 
Rewrite the equation 3 tan e = 2cos e in the fonn asin2 e + b sine + c = 0, where a, b and care integers. Hence solve the equation for 0° s; e < 360 ° . 

13A.11 HKCEEMA 1990-1-3 
Rewrite sin2 e : cos e = -3 : 2 in the fonn acos2 e + bcos e + c = 0, where a, b and c are integers. Hence solve for e, where 0 ° ::5 e < 360 °. 
13A.12 HKCEE MA 1991 I 5 
Solve sin20-3cosB-1=0 for0 ° s;0<360 °. 
13A.13 HKCEEMA1992 I l(b) 
Findxif sinx= 1 and 90 ° <x< 180 °. 

13A.14 HKCEE MA 1992 I l(c) 
1 . 'A s  lify -sm imp�· 

13A.!5 HKCEE MA 1993 l 3 
sin8+cos0 Solve sin 8 -cos 0 

32 for0 ° $.0<360 °. 

13A.16 HKCEE MA 1994 - I -2(b) 
If sinx0 = sin36 ° and 90 < x < 270, find the value of x. 

13A.17 HKCEEMA 1994 l 2(c) 
13A.6 HKCEE MA 1985(A/B) I 6 If cosy0 = -cos36 ° and 180 < y < 360, fnd the value ofy.
Solve 2tan2 e = 1-tane, where 0 ° S e < 360 °. (Give your answers correct to the nearest degree.)

13A.7 HKCEEMA 1986(A/B) I-4 
Solve sin28+7sin8=5cos20 for0 ° $.0<360°. 

13A.8 HKCEEMA 1987(A/B)-I-4 
Solve the equation sin2 e = ¾ cos 8. where 0 ° S. e < 360 °. 

13A.9 (HKCEE MA 1988 -I -2) 
Simplify 

sin(I80' -0)(a) sln(90' + 0) ' 
(b) sin2 (180 ° -¢) + sln2(270 ° + ¢ ).
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13A.18 HKCEE MA 1995 I 6 
Solve the trigonometric equation 2 sin2 0 + 5 sine - 3 = 0 for 0 ° ::5 e < 360° . 
13A.19 HKCEEMA 2010-I-4 
F h . . . h th f . 180' or eac pos1t.IVe mteger n, t en tenn o a sequence 1s tan n + 2. (a) Find the 2 nd term of the sequence. (b) Write down, in surd form, two different terms of the sequence such that the product of these two termsis equal to the 2nd term of the sequence. 
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13 Basic Trigonometry 

13A Trigonometric functions 

13A.I HKCEEMA 198O(1/1*/3)-l-4 
sine =cosl2D° = -½ ==> e = 210° or330° 

13A.2 HKCEEMA 1981(11213)-I-4 
0° s es 1so0 ==> 200° s 200° + e :s 3so0 

cos(2OO°+0)=sin12O°= 1 * 200° +0=330° 

8=130° 

13A.3 HKCEEMAI982(1!2/3)-I-5 
2sin2 e +5sine -3 = O (2sin0- l)(sin0 +3) = 0 

sin0=½or-3(rej.) =;> 0=3O° or150" 
13A.4 HKCEE MA l983(A/B)-I-7 

2cosl &+5sin8+1 =O 2(1 sin20) +5sin e +I= O 
2sin2 8-5sin 0-3 = 0 (2sin e+ l)(sin0 3) = 0 I sin0= 2 or 3(rej.) '9 0=2JO° or33O° 

13A.5 HKCEEMA I984(AJB)-I-7 
sine 1 +cos& 
cose = sine sin20 =cos8+cos2e 0 = cos& +cos2 0 (1-cos2 0) 2cos2 e+cos0-1=O 

(b) (2cos0-l)(cos0+1)=O 
• I cos = 2 or l(reJ.) =;-

13A.6 HKCEEMA I985(A/B)-I-6 
2tan2 e = 1-tane 2tan2 e+tan e-J=O (2 tan0 l)(tan0+l) =0 I tanB=zor-1 

0=60° 

e = 27°, 180° +27° or 135°, 180°+ 135° 

= 27°, 207° (nearest deg), 135° or 315° 

13A.7 HKCEEMA1986(AIB)-I-4 
s in20 + 7sin0 = 5cos20 = 5(1-sin2 0) 

6sin2 0 + 7sin0-5 = O (2sin0-1)(3sin0 +5) = 0 
· e  1 5(. d) sm = 2 or T reJecte 

e = 30" or 180° -30° = 150° 

13A.8 HKCEEMA 1987(AIB)-l-4 
2sin20=3cose 2(I-cos20) =3cose 2cos2 0+3cos0-2 = 0 (2cos0 l)(cos0+2) =0 

cos e = ½ or -2 (rejected) 
e = 60" or 360° - 60° = 300° 

13A.9 (HKCEEMA 1988-1-2) 
(a) sin(l80° 0) sine =tan& sin(90°+0) cose 
(b) sin2 (I80°-¢)+sin2 ( 270° +efl) = sin2 efl + (-cos¢)2 = I 
13A.10 HKCEEMA 1989-1-7 

3sin0 =2cos0 
cos0 3sin e = 2cos2 e = 2(1-sin20) 2sin1 e +3sin 0-2 = O (2sin0-l)(sin0+2) =0 

 0 l " ( . d)sUJ =2or-- re1ecte 
e =30" or 180° - 30° = 150° 

I3A.Il HKCEEMA 1990-I-3 
1-cos2 e 3 
� = 2 2 2cos2 e = 3cose 2cos2 e 3cos e- 2 = O (2cos0 + !)(cos e- 2) = O 

-l cos e = T or 2 {rejected) 
e = 120° or 360-120° = 240° 

13A.12 HKCEE MA 1991 -I- 5 
sin2 0 3cos0-l =0 (l -cos2 0)-3cos0- i = 0 cos20+3cos0 =0 cos e(cos e +3) = O cos&= 0 or-3 (rejected) 

e = 90° or 270° 

13A.13 HKCEEMA 1992-I-l(b) 
. I smx=2 ⇒ x=lS0�-30°=150° 

13A.14 HKCEEMA1992-I-l(c) 
l sin2A cos2A --- - -- = cosA cosA cosA 
13A.15 HKCEEMA 1993-1-3 

sin0+cos0 3 
sin0-cose =z 2sin0 +2cos0 =3 sin0-3cos0 -sin 0=5cos0 tane = -5 

e = 78.7° or 180° + 78.7° =259" (3 s.f.) 
13A.16 HKCEEMA 1994-I-2(b) 
sinx" =sin36° -=;> x= 180-36 = 144 
13A.17 HKCEEMA 1994-I-Z(c) 
cosy0 =-cos36° =cos(I80°+36°) * y=216 

13A.18 HKCEE MA 1995 I 6 
2sin2 e +5sin0-3 = O (2sin0 l)(sin0 +3) = 0 

 e 1 , · sm = z or - (reJected) 
e = 30° o r  180° 30° = 150° 

13A.19 HKCEEMA20!0-I 4 180° (a) 2ndtenn=tan(Z)+z=tan45°=1 
(b) (Note that if the product of two d ifferent numb ers is 1, oneof them is > I and the other< I. Besides, the sequence is d ecreasing when n increases. Hence, the larger term must come before the 2nd term.) 180° tan (!)+2 = tan60° = \/3 

=:} _!__ = tan300 = tan 180" = 180" 
v'3 6 (5)+1 

:. Required tenns are the !st one, ,/3, and 5th one, �. 

13B Trigonometric ratios in right angled 
triangles 

13B.1 HKCEEMA 1980(1/1*/3)-I-5 
Let £mm be the length of rod. Then 
y3 0 l 50 
2=cos30 =-,-

v'3l=2(l-50) 100 = (2-,/3)£ ⇒ l = 373 (3 s.f.) 
Hence, the rod is 373 mm Jong. 

13B.2 HKCEEMAI993-I-I(b) 
h = 100cos40Q =76.6 (3 s.f.) 

13B.3 HKCEE MA 1994 I 5 
(a) BE=,/ll+z1=V5 (=2.24) I (b) tanx0 = :2 e::> x=26.565l=26.6(3s.f.) 

tanL'.EBC=2 :c>- LEBC=63.4349 =;> y= 63.4349 x= 36.9 (3 s.f.) 
13BA HKCEEMAI995-l-l(e) 
I 2 3=cosA=AC * AC=6 

13B.5 HKCEEMA 1997-I 6 
(a) LLA.8=20°+(180° -140")=60" L.ALB = 110° -20° = 90° 

:. Distance= LB= 20sin60° = I0\1'3 = 17.3 (km, 3 s.t) 
(b) LABL=180° 90°-60"=30" Bearing = 180° + 140° -30° = 290° 

13B.6 HKCEE MA 1998-I-3 
7 tanx0 =5 ⇒ x,,,,54.5 

::a;,- Y= 180 90-545=355 

13B.7 HKCEEMA 2000-I 4 
a= ✓ror.:'7!=-Jsi=7.I4 

0 7 45 6 cosx =w ⇒ x= 

13B.8 HKCEE MA 2008- I 4 
sinLRQP= -& ⇒ LRQP=40.01° 

:. Bearing= S40.0°W or (180°+40.0°) =220° 
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lSB.19 HKCEEMA ?Oll I 13 288Q (a) 3600 x :rr( ox)2 = 2880:rr ⇒ ox= 60 (mm) 
- ?88Q (b) XYZ = ;60Q x 2:rr(60) = 96:rr (mm) 

Base radius of container= 96,r = 48 (mm) 2, = Height of container= v'6IF-481 = 36 (mm)
(c) Ca p of container= �,r(48)2{36) = 86859 mm3 

= 86.859 cm 3 < 
:  YES. 

lSB.20 HKDSE MA SP- I- 6 
(a) ½:rr,2(12) =2X (;,r,3 X ½)

4 � 4 r3 3 :rrr=3:rr => r= 
2 (b) Volume=3:rr(3)3x3=54:rr(cm 3) 

15C Similar plane figures and solids 

15C.I HKCEEMA198l(l/2/3)-I-l 
S.A.ofbiggerta n k  

( �,)  S.A. of smaller tank V 27 Paint for biggertank (±,)' 72 kg . . 16 Prunt for bigger tank= 9 x 72 = 128 (kg) 

lSC.2 HKCEEMA l987(A/B)-1-9 
(a) (i) 108,r = Vol of hemisphere x 6 

108:rr= [1:rr(r)3 +2] x6 
108n=4n:r3 => r=3 
Vol of cylindrical  pan= ¾(108n) 

:rr(3)2(h) = 90n: => h = 10 (ii) Vol of water= 108it-Vol of empty space 
lSB.21 HKDSEMA 2012-I-9 (b) 

= 108n:-it(3)2(4) = 69it (cm 3) Height of vessel 2 Depth ofwater (a) Base area= Volume= 1020 = 102 (cm2J Height 10 (6+AD) x 12 102 => AD = 11 (cm) 2 (b) Perimeter of base= 11 + 12+6+ J{ll 6)2+ 122 

=42 (cm) T S.A. = 2 x 102+42 x 10 = 624 (cm2) 

lSB.22 HKDSE MA ?012 I P 
(a) Vol of cone= ½tc(48)2(96) =73728,r (cm 3) 

Cap of vessel 23 = 8 Vol of water Cap of vessel= 8 x 69n:= 552,r (cm3J 
15C.3 HKCEEMA1992-l-12 
(a) (i) Cap of fun nel= tn(9)2(10+5+5) = 540n: (cm3) ' (ii) V of water: Total v of water & oil: Cap of funn el = (10)3 : (10+5)3 : {10+5+5)3 

=8:27:81 V of water: V of oil: Cap of funnet =8: (27-8): 81 =8: 19: 81 (b) (i) Volofmilk=1it(60)3 +2=144000x(cm3) 
(ii) In the figure, d=v'6ol -4g1 =36

i

\ (b) 
e 96-d i '-. 

48 = 6;6 96 _:.:d '-\ e=96x48=30 / \ 
/ e \ 

Method I /-·----- . -. :. Vol ofparti°fcone inmilk,{   d  \ 

� 8 160 V of water= j40n x 81 = 3n: (cm3) In the tube, . 4  3 V of water m lower part= 31r(3f +2 = !Sit (cm ) 
. 160 106 :::;, V ofwaterm upper part= 3n: 18n:= 3n:(cm3) 106n: 187 Depthofwater= J;)2+3= 27 (cm) 

Vol of oil 19 = 73728,r- 3it(30)2(60) 48 
= 73728:ir-18000it = 55728,r (cm3) Vol of milk remaining = 144000it 55728it 
Method 2 Height of cone outside milk Height of the whole cone Vol of pan of cone in milk 

96-366 
=73728:irx [1-(i) 3] =55728:rr(cm 3) 
Hence 

5 8 

Vol of milk remaining= 144000Jt- 55728n = 88272,r cm3 

=277000 cm3 

= 0.277 m3 < 0.3 m3 

 ·  The craftsman is disagreed. 
""15B.23 in the end of 15C 

(c) 81 
/T9 

Cap of funnel Depth of oil Height of funnel V 81 
. /T9 => Deplhof01l=y81x20=9.69(cm,3s.f.) 

15C.4 HKCEEMA l994-l-2(e) 
Ratio ofvolumes=(¾) 3 =8:27 

15C.5 HKCEEMA 1997-I 7 

355 

'/8 2(a) Required ratio= y TI = 3 

ISC.6 HKCEE 1v1A 2000 l 8 
Actual area= 220cm2 x (5000)2 

= 5500000000cm2 = 550000m2 

lSC.7 HKCEE MA 2002 - I- 6 
Method I (a) Newradius=8x(l+10%)=8.8(cm) New area= ,r(8.8)2 = 77.44,r (cm2) (b) Origi nal area= it(8)2 = 64it (cm2) 77.44it-64:ir %increase = 64it xl00%=21% 
Method2 (a) Origina l area= n:(8)2 = 64n: (cm2) N ew area= 64n: x (1+ 10%)2 =77.44,r (cm2) (1+10%)2 -1 (b) % incre ase= 1 xl00%=21% 
lSC.8 HKCEEMA 2002-I-ll (a) LetA=hP+kP2• 

{36=24h+576k {h=-i => A= -5P+�p2 9=18h+324k =>- k=i - 2 6 
(b) (i) 5 1 54= 2P+

6
p2 

P2 - ISP-324 = 0 => P = 27 or -12 (rejected) . . The perimeter is 27 cm. 4 (ii) Area of miniature 8 Areaoforiginal 54 27 Perimeterofminiature 2 :::;, Perimeter of original v'Yf 
Perimeter of miniature = � x 27 v27 =2./27(cm) (=6v'3cm) 

lSC.9 HKCEE MA 2003 I 13 
(a) (i) x" 3600 x2:rr(56+24)=30it ⇒ x=67.5 

67·5" I I ' I 'I (ii) Area of ABCD = 3600 X ,r so)� - n: 56) 
= 612:ir (cm2) 

(b) (i) ( (8)'Area of EFGH = 612,r x 24 = 344.25:ir (cm2) 
(:;) B •• 0 18 " ase0 =3 nx2-4=22.51r(cm) 22.5,r = r= =11.25 2, 

lSC.10 HKCEEMA 2006-l 13 
h 3 I 

� 
(a) By~b.s, h+8 = g=z 2h=h+8 :::;, h=8 h 

. . Vol of frustum 3 =½x(6)2(8+8)-½(3)2(8) 8 
= 192it-24:rr= 168it (cm3) 4 6 => Vol of X = 168n+ 3n:(6)3 -:-2 == 312n (cm3) 

VolofY =� S.A.ofY 3 =( ® 3 =!!_ VolofX S.A.ofX V4) 8 7 => Vol ofY = i(312it) = 1053,r (cm3) 
(b) Ratio ofS.A. of spheres= (I: 2)2 =I: 4 :;f4:9 :. NO 

lSC.11 HKCEEMA2007 I-11 
(,) Method 1 x 8 By~ b.s, J.8 24 

x=6 
1 
3 

1 Vol ofwater= 3,r(6)2(8) 
=96,r (cm3) 

Method2 3 

18 

J.C7 l ,ty
Volofwater= (£) Volofvessel 

I I = ?.7 X 31t(l8)2(24) = 961!: (cm3 

(b) (i) Method 1 Area of wet surface = tc(6)� = 60it (cm2) 
Method2 2 Area of wet swface = (I,j:) C.S.A. of vessel 

1 = 9 x 1r(l8)V182+242 
=60n(cm2) (ii) Ratioofhei ghts=24:36 = 2:3 Ratio of base radii = 18: 27 = 2: 3   The two vessels are similar. . . Area of wet surface is also 60it cm2. 

lSC.12 HKCEE MA 2008 I 13 - 216° (a) ABC= 3600 x2it{20) =24:rr(cm) 
. Base radius ofX = 24,r = 12 (cm) 2, Height=�= 16 (cm) 

I (b) Vol ofX = 3n:(12)2(16) = 768n: (cm3) 
(c) Method 1 1080 Base radius of Y = lii[jo x 2x(l0) 3 (cm) 2, 

{ 
Slant height of X Slant height of Y Base radius of X Base radius of Y :. NO. 

20 �2 10 
� = 4 =/= Slant height of X 3 Slant height of Y 

Metlwd2 ?!60 Base 0ce of X = ;60Q x 2tc(20) =24,r (cm2) 
108° Base 0ce ofY = 360° x2it(l0) =6it (cm2) 

{ 
Slant height of X 20 = 2 Slant height of Y 10 Base 0ce of X 24n: 4 -:;f Slant he'.ght of X Base 0ce of Y 6it Slant height of Y NO. 

Method 3 ?f6Q C.S.A. of X = ;60Q x x(20)2 = 240,r (cm2J 
108Q C S.A. off= 36ifo" x it{10)2 = 30,r (cm2) 

{
SlantheightofX 20 =2Slant height ofY 10 C.S.A. of X 240it = 8 f (Slant height of x)' C.S.A. of Y 30it Slant height of Y NO. 
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16 Coordinate Geometry 

16A 
16A.1 

Transformation in the rectangular coordinate plane 
HKCEE MA 2006 I 7 A(-2,7), y 

In the fgure, the coordinates of the points A and B are (-2, 7) 
and (-5,5) respectively. A is rotated clockwise about the origin 
0 through 90° to A'. B' is the reflection image of B with respect 
to the y-axis. 

B(-5,5) 

(a) Write down the coordinates of A' and B'. 
(b) Are the lengths of AB and A'B' equal? Explain your answer. -----

Q
+.----- X 

16A.2 HKCEE MA 2009 I 9 
y In the figure, the coordinates of the points A and B are 

(-1,-2) and (5,2) respectively. A is translated vertically 
upward by 6 units to A'. B' is the refection image of B with 
respect to the y axis. 
(a) Write down the coordinates of A' and B'. 

-------0+------� X 

(b) Is AB parallel toA1B'? Explain your answer.

16A.3 HKCEE MA 2011 I 8 
The coordinates of the point A are (-4,6). A is rotated anticlockwise about the origin O through 90° to B.
Mis the mid-point of AB.
(a) Find the coordinates of M.
(b) Is OM perpendicular to AB? Explain your answer.
16A.4 HKDSE MA SP I 8 
In the figure, the coordinates of the point A are (-2,5). A is rotated 
clockwise about the origin O through 90° to A'. A11 is the refection image 
of A with respect to the y-axis. 
(a) Write down the coordinates of A' and A11

• 

(b) Is OA11 perpendicular to AA'? Explain your answer.

16A.S HKDSE MA 2014 I- 8 

y 
A(-2,5), 

----+----x 
0 

The coordinates of the points P and Qare (-3,5) and (2, -7) respectively. Pis rotated anticlockwise about 
the origin O through 270° to P'. Q is translated leftwards by 21 units to Q'. 
(a) Write down the coordinates of P' and Q1• 

(b) Prove that PQ is perpendicular to P Q'.
185 

16. COORDINATE GEOMETRY 

16A.6 HKDSE MA 2017 I 6 
The coordinates of the points A and Bare ( 3,4) and (9, 9) respectively. A is rotated anticlockwise about 
the origin through 90° to A'. B' is the reflection image of B with respect to the x-axis. 
(a) Write down the coordinates of A' and B'.
(b) Prove that AB is perpendicular to A' B'. 

186 
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16C.55 HKDSE MA 2018 I 19 
The coor dinates of the centre of the circle Care (8, 2). Denote the radius of C by r. Let L be the straight 
line lo:-5y - 21 = 0, where k is a constant. It is given that Lis a tangent to C. 
(a) Find the equation of C in terms of r. Hence, express?- in terms of k. 
(b) L passes through the point D(18, 39). 

(i) Find r. 
(ii) It is given that L cuts the y-axis at the point E. Let F be a point such that C is the inscribed circle 

of 6.DEF. Is .6.DEF an obtuse-angled triangle? Explain your answer. 

16C.56 HKDSEMA2019 l 19 (Continued from 7E.5.) 
I Let J(x) = 1 + k (x1 + (6k- 2)x+ (9k+ 25) ), where k is a positive constant. Denote the point (4,33) by

F. 
(a) Prove that the graph ofy = J(x) passes through F.
(b) The graph of y = g(x) is obtained by refecting the graph of y = f(x) with respect to the y-axis and then 

translating the resulting graph upwards by 4 units. Let Ube the vertex of the graph of y = g(x). Denote 
the origin by 0. 
(i) Using the method of completing the square, express the coordinates of U in terms of k.
(ii) Find k such that the area of the circle passing through F, 0 and U is the least. 
(iii) For any positive constant k, the graph of y = g(x) passes through the same point G. Let V be the

vertex of the graph of y = g(x) such that the area of the circle passing through F, O and V is the
least. Are F, G, 0 and V concyclic? Explain your answer. 

I6C.57 HKDSE MA 2020 I 14 

The coordinates of the points A and B are ( 10, 0) and (30, 0) respectively. The circle C passes 
through A and B. Denote the centre of C by G . It is given that they-coordinate of G is -15 . 
(a) 
(b) 

Find the equation of C . (3 merl<s) 
The straight line L passes through B and G . Another straight line .f. is parallel to L . Let P 
be a moving point in the rectangular coordinate plane such that the perpendicular distance from P
to L is equal to the perpendicular distance from P to f. . Denote the locus of P by I' . It is 
given that I' passes through A . 
(i) Describe the geometric relationship between I' and L . 

Find the equation of I' .
(iii) Suppose that I' cuts C at another point H. Someone claims that LGAH < 70° . Do 

you agree? Explain your answer. (6 marks) 

21' 

16. COORDINATE GEOMETRY 

16D Loci in the rectangular coordinate plane 
160.1 (HKCEEMA 1981(3) 1-7) 
The parabola y2 = 4ax passes through the points A ( 1, 4) and B( 16, 16). A point P divides AB internally 
such that AP : PB  1 : 4. 
(a) Find the coordinates of P.
(b) Show that the parabola is the locus of a moving point which is equidistant from P and the line x = -a.

160.2 HKCEE AM 1987 II 10 
P(x,y) is a variable point equidistant from the point S(l,O) and the line x+ 1 = 0. 
(a) Show that the equation of the locus of Pis j1 = 4x. 
(b) [Outofsyllabus] 

160.3 (HKCEE AM 1994 11-4) 
In the fgure, P(0,4) and Q(2,6) are two points and R(x,y) is a 
variable point. 
(a) Suppose Ro=(4,4) (notshowninthefigure). Find the area

of 6.PQR0• 

(b) If the area of 6PQR is 4 square units,
(i} describe the locus of Rand sketch it in the figure; 
(ii) find the equation(s) of the locus of R. 

16D.4 HKCEE AM 1999-11 10 

y 

X 
0 

A(-3, 0) and B(-1, 0) are two points and P(x,y) is a variable point such that PA = ../3PB. Let C be the 
locus of P. 
(a) Show that the equation of C is x1+y2 = 3. 
(b) T ( a, b) is a point on C. Find the equation of the tangent to C at T.
(c) The tangent from A to C touches C at a point S in the second quadrant. Find the coordinates of S.
(d) [Outofsyllabus] 

160.5 (HKCEE AM 2004 10) 
In the fgure, 0 is the origin and A is the point (3,4). Pis 
a variable point (not shown) such that the area of b..OPA is 
always equal to 2. 
Describe the locus of P and sketch it in the figure. 

212 
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16D.14 HKDSE MA 2019- I 17 (Continued from 12B.21.) 
(a) Let a and p be the area and perimeter of D.CDE respectively. Denote the radius of the inscribed circle 

of D.CDE by r. Prove that pr= 2a. 
(b) The coordinates of the points Hand Kare (9, 12) and (14,0) respectively. Let P be a moving point

in the rectangular coordinate plane such that the perpendicular distance from P to OH is equal to the 
perpendicular distance from P to HK, where O is the origin . Denote the locus of P by I'. 
(i) Describe the geometric relationship between rand LOHK. 
(ii) Using (a), f nd the equation of I'. 

16. COORDINATE GEOMETRY

16E Polar coordinates 
16E.1 HKCEE MA 2009 I 8 
In a polar coordinate system, 0 is the pole. The polar coordinates of the points P and Q are (k, 123°) and 
{24, 213°) respectively, where k is a positive constant. It is given that PQ = 25. 
(a) Is 6.0PQ a right-angled triangle? Explain your answer.
(b) Find the perimeter of D.OPQ.

16E.2 HKDSE MA PP I 6 
In a polar coordinate system, the polar coordinates of the points A, Band Care (13, 157°), (14,247°) and 
(15,337°) respectively. 
(a) Let O be the pole. Are A, 0 and C collinear? Explain your answer.
(b) Find the area of DA.BC.

16E.3 HKDSE MA 2013 I 6 
In a polar coordinate system, O is the pole. The polar coordinates of the points A and Bare (26, 10°) and 
(26, 130°) respectively. Let L be the axis of reflectional symmetry of 6.0AB. 
(a) Describe the geometric relationship between Land LAOB.
(b) Find the polar coordinates of the point of intersection of Land AB. 

16E.4 HKDSEMA2016 1-7 
In a polar coordinate system, O is the pole. The polar coordinates of the points A and Bare {12, 75°) and 
(12, 135°) respectively. 
(a) Find LAOB. 
(b) Find the perimeter of MOB. 
(c) Write down the number of folds of rotational symmetry of MOB.

216 
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16 Coordinate Geometry 

16A Transformation in the rectangular 
coordinate plane 

16A.l HKCEE MA 2006 I 7 
(a) A'= (7,2), B' = (5,5) 
(b) AB=J(-2+5}1+(7-5)2=v'i4 A1B' = ,j(7-5)Z+(2 5)2= v'f4=AB . YES 
16A.2 HKCEE MA 2009 I 9 
(a) A1 =(-l,4), B'=(-5,2) 2+2 2 4-2 I (b) mAB= 5+I = 3' mA'B' = -1+5 = 2 f-mAB 

.·. NO 
16A3 HKCEE MA 2011 I 8 

(-4-6 6 4) (a) B=(-6,-4), M= �•2 =(-5,l) 
I (b) moM= _5, mNJ=5 

moM-mAB=-1 OM..lAB 
16A.4 HKDSE MA SP- I 
(a) A1 = {5,2), A"= (2,5) 5 -3 (b) moA" = 2' mAA' = 7 15 mo1111mM, = g f= -1 

OA" is not perpendicular to AA'.
16A.5 HKDSEMA2014 1-8 
(a) P' = (5,3), Q' = (-19, 7) -12 IO 5 (b) mpQ = -,-, mP'Q' = 14 = 12 mpQmP'Q' = -1 

PQ.. P'r;f 

16A.6 HKDSE MA 2017 -I- 6 
(a) A'= (-4,-3), B' = (9,9) 13 12 (b) fflAB = -ll' mA'B' = l3

mAamA'B' = -I AB .lA'B' 

359 

16B Straight lines in the rectangular coordinate 
plane 

16B.l HKCEEMA1992 I 5 1 (a) mt,i = Z ⇒ mL1 = -2 
:. Eqn of l1: y-5 = -2(x-10) ⇒ 2x+y-25 = 0 

(b) t:;��;:;5=�t ⇒ (x,y) = (9, 7) 
16B.2 HKCEE MA 1998 I 8 4-1 3 (a) mAB = 0+2 = 2
(b) Requiredeqn: y-3=�(x-1) ⇒ 2x+3y-11=0 =, 
16B.3 HKCEE MA 1999 I 10 
(,) -(-8+16 8-4) ~(4') M 2 ' 2 - ,-12 1 mAo = _24 =-z :=> mt = 2 

:. Eqnofe: y- 2=2(x-4) ⇒ 2x-y-6=0 
(b) Puty=0intoeqnoff, ⇒ x=3 ⇒ P=(3,0) BP= y1(16-3)2+(-4-0)2 = -/f85 
(c) N=(-\+3,�)=(-f,4)

MN=)(3+f) 2+(0-4)2 =f¥.= � 
16B.4 HKCEEMA2000-I-9 4-0 2 (a) mL = -4 6 = 5 
(b) EqnofL: y-0=-�(x-6) ⇒ 2x+5y-l2=0 
(c) Pu1x=0 ⇒ y=¥ ⇒ c=(o,¥) 
16B.5 HKCEE MA 2001 I 7 
(a) A=(-1,5), B=(4,3) 
(b) EqnofAB: Y-5 = 5-3 =2_ x+I 1-4 -5 -5{y 5)=-2( x+l):::;, 2x+5y-23=0 
16B.6 HKCEE MA 2002 I - 8 
(a) x-2y=-8 ⇒ ....::_+z.=l -8 4 A=( 8,0), B=(0,4) 

(-8+0 0+4) (b) Mid-ptofAB= �'2 =( 4,2) 
16B.7 HKCEE MA 2003 I 12 3 0 3 (a) moc = 0_2 =2 3 2 (b) mAf' = -17z=3 

:. EqnofAP: y-0=j(x+I) ⇒ 2x-3y+2=0 
(c) (i) Putx=0 ⇒ y=j = H= (o,¾) 

j-0 -I 3-0 -1 (ii) mHo =
o -2 = 3, mAc =

o+1
= 3 =

mHo HB J_AC Hence the 3 altitudes of 6ABC are CO, AP and HB, all passing through H. 

16B.8 HKCEE MA 2004 I 13 
(a) (i) (2+8 9+1) E=mid-ptofAC= -2 ,2 =(5,5) 

(ii) 9-1 4 3 m;1c = 2 8 = 3 ⇒ mon = 4 

(b) (i) 
:. EqnofBD: y-5= 4(x-5) ⇒ 3x-4y+5=0 
Method I ---1 m,w=7 -1 ⇒ BC: y-l=

T
(x-8) ⇒ x+7y-15=0 

Method 2 LetBCbe x+7y+K 0. PutC: ( 8)+7(1)+K=0 ⇒ K=-15 :. EqnofBCis x+7y-15=0. 
(ii) {BD:3x-4y+5=0 ⇒ B=(l,2) BC:x+7y 15=0 

AB= ✓(2-l).i+(9-2)1=v50

168.9 HKCEE MA 2005 I 13 
(a) A=(-2,0), B=(0,4) -1 (b) mL1 =2 ⇒ mL2= z -1 :. EqnofL2: Y = zx+4 
(c) C=(8,0) OC:AC=8: (8+2) =4 :5 Area of ,6.ODC: Area of 6ABC= 16: 25 ⇒ Areaof ,6.ODC: Area of OABD = 16: (25-16) =16:9 

16B.I0 HKCEEMA2006-I-12 
(a) M= (4,4) 

1 (b) mAB =
z :::;, mcM= 2 

:. EqnofCM: y-4=-2(x-4) '9 2x+y-12=0 Hence,puty=0 ⇒ C=(6,0) 
(c) (i) EqnofBD: �=�= 1�-=-�=; =>- 4x 5y 8=0 

(ii) {CM:2x+y-12=0 ⇒ K = (� �) BD:4x 5y-8=0 7' 7 
Method 1 Area of 6AMC y--coor of M 4 7 Area of D.AKC y-coor of K lf- = 4 Merhod2 Areaof6AMC MC y1(4-6)2+(4-0)2 
Areaof6AKC KC )(6-¥)2+(0-lf-)2 

Method 3 
;,/20 7 

= @= 4 V 4V" 
LetMK:KC=r:s ⇒ 16 s(4)+r(O) 

7 = � 16r+l6s=2Ss r:s=12:16=3:4 Area of .6AMC MC 7 
Area of 6AKC = KC = 4 

168.11 HKCEE MA 2007 I 13 
-4 (a) EqnofAB: y 3=3(x-IO) = 4x+3y-49=0 

(b) Putx=4 ⇒ y=ll ⇒ h=ll
(c) (i) (Since .6ABC is isosceles, A should lie 'above' the mid-point fo BC.) k+lO =4 ⇒ k =-2 2 

(ii) Area of .6ABC {l0+2)(ll-3) 48 2 AC= V(4+2)1 + {11-3)2 = 10 
BD 2 x Area of 6ABC ::_

5
8 

AC 

168.12 HKCEE MA 2008 I 12 
(a) B=(-3,4), C=(4,-3) 4 -3 (b) mos = 3, moc=

4 f.moo 
, , NO -1 (c) mcn= =1 m,c :. EqnofCD: y+3= l(x-4) ⇒ x-y 7=0 
-_ Dis translated horizontally from A, , ·. y-coordinate of D = y--coordinate of A= 3 PutintoeqnofCD ⇒ x = IO ⇒ D=(l0,3) 

16B.13 HKCEE MA 2010 I 12 
y-24 18-24 3 (a) EqnofAB: x-6 = 2_6 = 4 ⇒ 3x-4y+78=0 

(b) LetC= (x,0). 
-1 -4 mAC = mAB = 324 0 -4 '9 x=24 :::;,- C=(24,0) � =3 

(c) AB=J(24-1S).i+(6+2).i=10 AC= V(24-6)2+(0- 24)2=30 
· Area of 6ABC = 10 x 30 = 150 . . 2 BD Area of 6ABD r 90 (d) DC

= Area of 6ADC ⇒ 'f = 150-90 

16B,14 HKCEE AM 1982 IT 2 
Method I 

* r=l.5 

-- y-1 -1-1 -1 EqnofAB: x+l =3+}=2 '9 x+2y-1=0 
. {x+2y-1=0 LetPbetheptofdivision. * P= (1,0) x-y-1=0 

LetAP:PB=r:1 ⇒ 0= -l+(l)r =.c.=..!-. =::> r=l r+I r+l , ·, The required ratio is 1 ; I. 
Method2 Let the point of division be P, and AP: PB= r; I. 
P� (3+(-l)r -l+(l)r) � (3-r ::.=..!.) r+l ' r+l r+l'r+l If Plies onx y-1 = 0, 
(3 -')-('-1)-1�0 a> ,�1 r+l r+l : .  The required ratio is I; L 
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17C.20 HKCEE MA 2007 I- 15 
The following table shows the result.s of a survey about the sizes of shirts dressed by 80 students on a certain 
school day. 

�ze
Student Small Medium Large

Boy 8 28 12 
Girl 20 8 4

(a) On that school day, a student is randomly selected from the 80 students.
(i) Find the probability that the selected student is a boy. 

Total
48 

32 

(ii) Find the probability that the selected student is a boy and he dresses a shirt of large size.
(iii) Find the probability that the selected student is a boy or the selected student dresses a shirt of large

size.
(iv) Given that the selected student is a boy, find the probability that he dresses a shirt of large size.

(b) On the school day, two students are randomly selected from the 80 student.s.
(i) Find the probability that the two selected students both dress shirts of large size.
(i i) Is the probability of dressing shirts of the same size by the two selected students greater than that 

of dressing different sizes? Explain your answer.

17C.21 HKCEE MA 2008 1-14 (fo continue as ISC.17 .) 
The stem�and-leaf diagram below shows the suggested bonuses (in dollars) of the 36 salesgirls of a boutique: 

Stem (thousands) Leaf (hundreds)
2 4 4 7 

3 25 6 6 8
433344 7 8 8 8
50 0344 6 
6 23344 99
7 0 4 4 8 
8 2 3

(a) The suggested bonus of each salesgirl of the boutique is based on her perfonnance. The following table
shows the relation between level of perfonnance and suggested bonus:

teverOf;perf6mfance , S'u'ggestectboni.ij ($x) -
Excellent X > 6500 

Good 4500 < X < 6500 
Fair X < 4500 

(i) From the 36 salesgirl, one of them 1s randomly selected. Given that the level of perfonnance of the
selected salesgirl is good, fnd the probability that her suggested bonus is less than $5500.

(ii) From the 36 salesgirls, two of them are randomly selected. 
(1) Find the probability that the level ofperfonnance of one selected salesgirl is excellent and that 

of the other is good.
(2) Find the probability that the levels of performance of the two selected salesgirls are different. 

17. COUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PROBABILITY 

17C.22 HKCEE MA 2009 -1- 14
The frequency distribution table shows the lifetime (in hours) of a batch of randomly chosen light bulbs of
brand A and a batch of randomly chosen light bulbs of brand B.

FrequencyLifetime (x hours) Brand A Brand B 
1000$x< 1100 8 4
I!00 '.". x < 1200 50 12 
1200<x< 1300 42 40 
1300 Sox< 1400 10 36 
1400$x< 1500 10 28

(a) According to the above frequency distnbutl.on, which brand of hght bulbs is likely to have a longer
lifetime? Explain your answer. 

(b) If the lifetime of a light bulb is not less than 1300 hours, then the light bulb is classified as good. 
Otherwise, it is classified as acceptable. 

(i) If a light bulb is randomly chosen from the batch of light bulbs of brand A, find the probability that 
the chosen light bulb is acceptable. 

(ii) If two light bulbs are randomly chosen from the batch oflight bulbs of brand A, find the probability
that at least one of the two chosen light bulbs is good. 

(iii) The following 2 methods describe how 2 Iight bulbs are chosen from the 2 batches of light bulbs.
Method 1: One batch is randomly selected from the two batches of light bulbs and two light bulbs

are then randomly chosen from the selected batch.
Method 2: One light bulb is randomly chosen from each of the two batches of light bulbs.
Which one of the above two methods should be adopted in order to have a greater chance of 
choosing at least one good light bulb? Explain your answer.

17C.23 HKCEEMA 2010-l 14
An athlete, Alice, of a school gets the following results (in seconds ) in IO practices of 1500m race: 

279, 280, 264. 267, 283, 28!, 28!, 266. 284. 265 
(a) Two results are randomly selected from the above results. 

(i) Find the probability that both the best two results are not selected. 
(ii) Find the probability that only one of the best two results is selected. 
(iii) Find the probability that at most one of the best two results is selected. 

(b) Another athlete, Betty, of the school gets the following results (in seconds) in 10 practices of 1500m 
race: 272, 269. 275, 274, 273, 274. 270, 275, 266, 272
Alice and Betty will represent the school to participate in the 1500m race in the inter school athletic 
meet. 
(i) Which athlete is likely to get a better result? Explain your answer.
(ii) The best record of the 1500m race in the past inter school athletic meets is 267 seconds. Which

athlete has a greater chance of breaking the record? Explain your answer.
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17C.24 HKCEE MA 2011 1 14 
In a bank, the queuing times (in minutes) of 12 customers are recorded as follows: 

5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 6.1, 6.7, 7.1, 7.4, 7.7, 7.8, 8 .4, 9.0, 10.1 It is found that if the queuing time of a customer in the bank is less than 8 minutes, then the probability that
the customer makes a complaint is �. Otherwise, the probability that the customer makes a complaint is } . 
(a) If a customer is randomly selected from the 12 customers, find the probability that the selected customer does not make a complaint
(b) Two customers are now randomly selected from the 12 customers. 

(i) If the queuing ti.me of the selected customer is less than 8 minutes and the queuing time of the other
customer is not less than 8 minutes, f nd the probability that both of them do not make complaints. 

(ii) Find the probability that the queuing times of both of the selected customers are not less than8 
minutes and both of them do not make complaints. 

(iii) Is the probability of not making complaints by the two selected customers greater than the proba
bility of making complaints by both of them? Explain your answer.

17C.25 HKALE MS 1994 11
A day is regarded as humid if the relative humidity is over 80% and is regarded as dry otherwise. In city K, 
the probability of having a humid day is 0.7.
(a) Assume that whether a day is dry or humid is independent from day to day.

(i) Find the probability of having exactly 3 dry days in a week. 
(ii) [Outofsyllabus]
(iii) Today is dry. What is the probability of having two or more humid days before the next dry day? 

(b) After some research, it is known that the relative humidity in city K depends solely on that of the previous day. Given a dry day, the probability that the following day is dry is 0.9 and given a humid day, 
the probability that the following day is humid is 0.8.
(i) If it is dry on March 19 , what is the probability that it will be humid on March 20 and dry onMarch 21? 
(ii) If it is dry on March 19, what is the probability that it will be dry on March 21?
(iii) Suppose it is dry on both March 19 and March 21. What is the probability that it is humid on

March 20? 

17C.26 HKALE MS 1995 -11
Madam Wong purchases cartons of oranges from a supplier every day. Her buying policy is to randomly
select f ve oranges from a carton and accept the carton if all f ve are not rotten. Under usual circumstances,

2 %  of the oranges are rotten .
(a) Find the probability that a carton of oranges will be rejected by Madrun Wong. 
(b) [Outofsyllabus] 
(c) Today, Madam Wong has a target of buying 20 acceptable cartons of oranges from the supplier. Instead 

of applying the stopping rule in (b), she will keep on inspecting the cartons until her target is achieved. 
Unfortunately, the supplier has a stock of 22 cartons only.
(i) Find the probability that she can achieve her target.
(ii) Assuming she can achieve her target, find the probability that she needs to inspect 20 cartons only.

(d) The supplier would like to import oranges of better quality so that each carton will have at least a 95%
probability of being accepted by Madain Wong. If r% of these oranges are rotten, find the greatest 
acceptable value of r. 
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17C.27 HKALE MS 1998 3 (Continued fom lSB.12.)
40 students participate in a S�day summer camp. The stem�and-leaf diagrain below shows the distribution of 
heights in cm of these students. 
(a) Find the median of the distribution of heights.
(b) A student is to be selected randomly to hoist the school flag every day during the camp. Find the

probability that Stem (tens) Leaf (units)
(i) the fourth day will be the f rst 138

time that a student taller than 14 1 5 69
170 cm will be selected, 1501344455678 8 9

(ii) out of the 5 selected students,exactly 3 are taller than 170 cm.

17C.28 HKALEMS 1998-5
John and Mary invite 8 friends to their Christmas party.

16 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 7 8 8 1702 234567_
18 1 4 

(a) When playing a game, all of the 10 participants are arranged in a row. Find the number of arrangements 
that can be made if
(i) there is no restriction,
(ii) John and Mary are next to each other.

(b) By the end of the party, the participants are arranged in 2 rows of 5 in order to take a photograph. Find
the number of arrangements that can be made if 
(i) there is no restriction, 
(ii) John and Mary are next to each other. 

17C.29 HKALE MS 1999 7 
Three control towers A, B and Care in telecommunication contact by means of 
three cables X, Y and Z as shown in the figure. A and B remain in contact only if Z is operative or if both cables X and Y are operative. Cables X, Y and Z are subject
to failure in any one day with probabilities 0.015, 0.025 and 0.030 respectively.Such failures occurs independently.
(a) Find, to 4 significant figures, the probability that, on a particular day,

(i) both cables X and Z fail to operate,
(ii) all cables X, Y and Z fail to operate, 
(iii) A and B will not be able to make contact.

B 

A 

z y 

X C

(b) Given that cable X fans to operate on a particular day, what is the probability that A and B are not able 
to make contact? 

(c) Given that A and Bare not able to make contact on a particular day, what is the probability that cableXhas failed? 
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17C.30 HKALE MS 2002 7 (Continued from lSB.13.) 
Twenty two students in a class attended an examination. The stem and leaf diagram below shows the distri
bution of the examination marks of these students. 
(a) Find the mean of the examination marks. Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 

3 5 7 (b) Two students let the class after the examination and their marks 4 2 4 6 are deleted from the stem and leaf diagram. The mean of the 5 0 3 4 4 4 5 remaining marks is then increased by 1.2 and there are two modes. 6 1 2 5 5 8 Find the two deleted marks. 7 3 8 9 
(c) Two students are randomly selected from the remailllng 20 8 4 8 

students. Find the probability that their marks are both higher 9 5 
than 75. 

17C.31 HKALE MS 2003 11 
In a game, two boxes A and Beach contains n balls which are numbered 1,2, ... ,n. A player is asked to draw 
a ball randomly from each box. If the number drawn from box A is greater than that from box B, the player 
wins a prize. 
(a) Find the probability that the two numbers drawn are the same. 
(b) Let p be the probability that a player wins the prize. 

(i) Find, in tenns of p only, the probability that the number drawn from box Bis greater than that from 
boxA. 

(ii) Using the result of (i), express p in tenns of n. 
(iii) If the above game is designed so that at least 46% of the players win the prize, find the least value

ofn. 
(c) Two winners, John and Mary, are selected to play another game. They take turns to throw a fair six sided 

die. The frst player who gets a number '6' wins the game. John will throw the die first. 
(i) Find the probability that John will win the game on his third throw.
(ii) Find the probability that John will win the game. 
(iii) Given that Mary has won the game, find the probability that Mary did not win the game before her 

third throw. 

17C.32 HKALE MS 2004 11 
A manufacturer of brand C potato chips runs a promotion plan. Each packet of brand C potato chips contains 
either a red coupon or a blue coupon. Four red coupons can be exchanged for a toy. Five blue coupons can be 
exchanged for a lottery ticket. It is known that 30% of the packets contain red coupons and the rest contain 
blue coupons. 
(a) Find the probability that a lottery ticket can be exchanged only when the 6th packet of brand C potato

chips has been opened.
(b} A person buys 10 packets of brand C potato chips. 

(i) Find the probability that at least 1 toy can be exchanged.
(ii) Find the probability that exactly 1 toy and exactly I lottery ticket can be exchanged.
(iii) Given that at least 1 toy can be exchanged, find the probability that exactly 1 lottery ticket can also

be exchanged.
(c) Two persons buy 10 packets of brand C potato chips each. Assume that they do not share coupons or

exchange coupons with each other.
(i) Find the probability that they can each get at least 1 toy.
(ii) Find the probability that one of them can get at least 1 toy and the other can get 2 lottery tickets. 
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17C.33 HKALE MS 2005 - 6 
Mrs. Wong has 12 bottles of fruit juice in her kitchen: I bottle of grape juice, 6 bottles of apple juice and 
5 bottles of orange juice. She randomly chooses 4 bottles to serve her friends, Ann, Billy, Christine and 
Donald. 
(a) Find the probability that exactly 2 bottles of orange juice are chosen by Mrs. Wong. 
(b) Suppose that each of the four friends randomly selects a bottle of fruit juice from the 4 bottles offered 

by Mrs. Wong. 
(i) If only 2 of the bottles of fruit juice offered by Mrs. Wong are orange juice, find the probability

that both Ann and Billy select orange juice.
(ii) Find the probability that fewer than 4 of the bottles of fruit juice offered by Mrs. Wong are orange

juice and both Ann and Billy select orange juice.

17C.34 HKALEMS20l0 5 (Continued from ISB.14.) 
The following stem-and-leaf diagram shows the distribution of the test scores of21 students taking a statistics 
course. Letx be the mean of these 21 scores. 
It is known that if the smallest value of these 21 scores is removed, the range is decreased by 27 and the 
mean is increased by 2. 
(a) Find the values of a, b and .i. Stem (Tens) Leaf (Uruts) 
(b) The teacher wants to select 6 students to participate in a 2 a 

competition by first excluding the student with the lowest 3 
score. Ifthe students are randomly selected, find the prob- 4 9 
ability that there will be 5 0 0 1 3 7 7 
0) no students with score higher than 70 begin selected; 6 0 2 3 5 5 5 9 
(ii) at least 2 students with scores higher than 70 being 7 0 3 4 9 

selected. 8 2 b 

17C.35 HKAlE MS 2012 6 (Continued from 18c.35.) 
An educational psychologist adopts the Internet Addiction Test to measure the students' level of Internet ad
diction. The scores of a random sample of 30 students are presented in the following stem and leaf diagram. 
Let u be the standard deviation of the scores. It is known that the mean of the scores is 71 and the range of 
the scores is 56. 
(a) Find the values of a, band a. Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 

3 a 
(b) The psychologist classifies those scoring between 73 4 

and 100 as excessive Internet users. If 4 students are 5 2 4 6 8 
selected randomly from the excessive Internet users 6 0 3 5 6 7 8 8 9 
among the students, fnd the probability that 3 of 7 1 2 2 4 5 5 6 8 
them will have scores higher than 80. 8 0 2 3 5 8 

(c} [Outofsyllabus] 9 0 2 b 
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17C.36 HKALE MS 2013 - 11 
Accordmg to the school regulation, air conditioners can only be switched on if the temperature at 8 am 
exceeds 26°C. From past experience, the probability that the temperature at 8 am does NOT exceed 26° C 
is q (q > 0). Assume that there are fve school days in a week. For two consecutive school days, the 7 probability that the air conditioners are switched on for not more than one day is 16. 
(a} (i) Show that the probability that the air-conditioners are switched on for not more than one day on 

two consecutive school days is 2q-c?. 
(ii) Find the value of q.

(b) The air conditioners are said to be fully engaged in a week if the air conditioners are switched on for all
five school days in a week.
(i) Find the probability that the fifth week is the second week that the air conditioners are fully 

engaged.
(ii) [Out of syllabus] 

(c) On a certain day, the temperature at 8am exceeds 26°C and all the 5 classrooms on the first floor are
reserved for class activities after school. There are 2 air-conditioners in each classroom. The number
of air conditioners being switched off in the classroom after school depends on the number of students 
staying in the classroom. Assume that the number of students in each classroom is independent.

Case I II m 
Number of air conditioners being switched off 2 1 0 
Probability 0.25 0.3 0.45 . .  . .  (i) What is the probab1bty that all arr-condit:J.oners are switched off on the first floor after school? 

(ii) Find the probability that there are exactly 2 classrooms with no air-conditioners being switched off 
and at most l classroom with exactly 1 air conditioner being switched off on the first floor after
school.

(iii) Given that there are 6 air-conditioners being switched off on the frst floor after school, find the 
probability that at least l classroom has no air conditioners being switched off. 

17C.37 HKDSE MA 2013 I - 10 (Continued from lSC.41.) 
The ages of the members of Committee A are shown as follows: 

(a) 
(b) 

17 18 21 21 22 22 23 
31 34 35 36 47 47 58 

23 
68 

23 
69 

31 
69 

Write down the median and the mode of the ages of the members of Committee A. 
The stem-and leaf diagram shows the distribution of the ages of the members of Committee B. 
given that the range of this distnOution is 47. 
(i) Find a and b. 
(ii) From each committee, a member is randomly selected as the

representative of that committee. The two representatives can
join a competition when the difference of their ages exceeds 40.
Find the probability that these two representatives can join the
competition.
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Stem (tens} Leaf (units} 
2 a 5 6 7 
3 3 3 8 
4 3 
5 2 9 
6 7 b 

17. COUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PROBABILITY 

17C.38 HKDSEMA2014-l-19 
Ada and Billy play a game consisting of two rounds. In the first round, Ada and Billy take turns to throw a 
fair die. The player who first gets a number '3' wins the first round. Ada and Billy play the first round until 
one of them wins. Ada throws the die first. 
(a) Find the probabilitythatAda wins tbefirst round of the game. I I I I I I I I I (b) In the second round of the game, balls are dropped one by one 

into a device containing eight tubes arranged side by side (see '--'�-'--���� the figure). When a ball is dropped into the device, it falls 
randomly into one of the tubes. Each tube can hold at most
three balls.
The player of this round adopts one of the following two options. 

Option 1: Two balls are dropped one by one into the device. If the two balls fall into 
the same tube, then the player gets 10 tokens. If the two balls fall into two 
adjacent tubes, then the player gets 5 tokens. Otherwise, the player gets no 
tokens. 

Option 2: Three balls are dropped one by one into the device. If the three balls fall into 
the same tube, then the player gets 50 tokens. If the three balls fall into three 
adjacent tubes, then the player gets 10 tokens. If the three balls fall into two 
adjacent tubes, then the player gets 5 tokens. Otherwise, the player gets no 
tokens. 

(i) If tbe player of the second round adopts Option 1, find the expected number of tokens got. 
(ii) Which option should the player of the second round adopt in order to maximise the expected

number of tokens got? Explain your answer.
(iii) Only the winner of the first round plays the second round. It is given that the player of the second 

round adopts the option which can maximise the expected number of tokens got. Billy claims that 
the probability of Ada getting no tokens in the game exceeds 0.9. Is the claim correct? Explain 
your answer.
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17C.7 HKCEEMA 1988-1-ll 
(a) (i) Median= 70 marks 

(ii) IQR=86-50=36(marks) 
(b) (i) Number of students= 600-540 = 60 

(ii) Required p = 6: = Io. qo 59 (i ii) (1) Reqwred p = doo = 5990 
. (;540 1139 (2) Reqwred p = 1 qoo = 5990 

17C.8 HKCEEMA1989-l-13 
(•) {p = Jq -=> q=0.25 

p+q=l 
n n-1 n(n-1) (b) (i) Requiredp= l{) x -9- = 9Q 

(ll .. ) n(n-1) > I * ,i' 30>0 90 3 -n -
=} n<-5orn>6 Possible n's= 7,8,9,10 l 4 1 3 7 (c) Required p=2x6 + 2 x 6 = 12 

17C.9 HKCEE MA 1990 I 13 
(a) (i) ired 12 2 Requ p= 3x3= 9 

(ii) l 1 l 4 Requiredp= J x 3+3 = g 
(b) (i) Requiredp=�x! x�=� 9 3 3 81 (I I)' (I)' IO (ii) Requiredp= 3 x 3 + J sf
17C.10 HKCEEMA199l-I-IO 
(a) (i) Requiredp=(l 70%)(70%)=0.21 

(ii) Requiredp=70%+0.21 =0.91 
(iii) Required p= 0.91 X [60%+ (1 60%)(60%)] =0.7644 

(b) Expected number= 10000 x 0.7644 = 7644 
17C.11 

(,) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

(b) (i) 
(ii) 

17C.12 
(a) (i) 

(ii) 
(b) (i) 

(ii) 
(ii i) 

HKCEEMA 1992-I-I0 
R . d I 2 3 equrre p = s=s
Requiredp=l i=� 7 7 3 I 3 Required p = 5 X 7 = 3S 
Requiredp = � ( 1-½) = *

I 2 4 Requiredp= 7 x 7 x2= 49 
Requiredp = nx �) x G x �) x2= I�� 
HKCEE MA 1993 I 13 
Required p = 0.65 x 0.45 = 0.2925 
Required p= 0.2925+ (0.25+0.1) x 0.55 = 0.485 

. (40000x70%)' 49 Required p = 60000 = 225 
-(40000x70%+20000x40%)2  9 Req. p - 60000 - 25

Re . d 9 (60000 36000)
2 12 quire p = 1 25 60000 = 25 

17C.13 HKCEEMA 1994-J-9 
(a) (i) Required p = ( �) 

3 

= 3!3
(ii) Required p = (; r = !!!

(b) (i) Requiredp= (TQ)2 (fo) = 1too 
(ii) 9 27 Required p = 1000 X 3 = 1000 . I l l 1 17 (c) Requrredp= 2x7+2x

lQ
= 140 

17C.14 HKCEEMA 1995-I-11 
4 I (a) (i) p=l-5=

5 (ii) q=O, r=l I I (b) (i) Requiredp=? X, 

- } 1 1 2 ( ii) (1) Required p=2x3+z=32 4 8 (2) Required p = 3 X 5 = is 
17C.15 HKCEEMA 1997-I-14 
(•) (i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

(b) (i) 
(ii) 

. cf) 156 Requrred p = do = 245 
ci0c0 16 Required p = cio1 = 49 
C10- 9 Required p = Jo = 245 

Required p = 0 -
. 156 9 33 Required p = 245 + 245 = 49 . ("6)' ('6)' ( 9 )'Requrred p = 1- 245 49 - 245 = 0.487 

17C.16 HKCEE MA 2002 I 12 
(,) 0<x<5 66 Certificate 

5 <x< 15 34 Book coupon 15<x<25 64 Bronze medal 
25<x<35 26 Si lver medal 
35<x<50 IO Gold meda l 

(b) IQR=23 4=19 
(c) Number of medallists= 200-100= 100

. c1° I (i) Requrred p = cloo = 110 ' 
(ii} . I c,26 ct' 1282 Reqwred p = l - UO - cJ'oo cJ'oo = 2475 

17C.17 HKCEEMA2003-I-l6 
(a) Required p = {a x ½ = fa-

385 

. 231 23 (b) (i) Requrred p = 25 x 2 = SO 
(ii) (1) Requiredp = � x -2..+! x � = � 3 20 3 5075 34 41 (2) Required p = 1 - 75 = 75

17C.18 HKCEEMA2005-I-11 
R . I (a) equrred p = 2 . 1 I 1 I (b) Requ1redp = 2X2X2=s 

I I 3 (c) Required p=t 2x2=4 
. l l I 1 (d) Requrredp=2x2x2 =g 

17C.19 HKCEEMA2006 1-14 
(,) (i) 

(ii) 

(b) (i) 
(ii) 
(ii i) 

Class A: IQR 39 18 =21 (marks) ClassB: IQR=25-11=14(marks) 
·: IQRofB<lQRofA  . Class B is less dispersed. 

. qs+10cf 297 Requrred p = � = 700 
Required p (cfs +cio)cf C'° ' !089 Required p = � = * - 1089 

4900 

17C .20 HKCEE MA 2007 15 
. 48 3 (a) (i) Required p = SO = 5

(;;) R . d 12 3 
H equ1re p = so = w . 48+4 13 (iii) Reqmred p = 80 = 2Q 

. !2 1 (iv) Required p = 4S = 4 
. ci6 3 (b) (i) Requrred p = cjo = 79

 - c,28 c�6 3 141 1 (ii) P(same size )= cjo + cjo + ?9 = 395 < 2 
:  NO - -

17C.21 HKCEE MA 2008 I 14 
(a)(i) R 'd 9 3 eqmre p=n=s . 8 X 15 4 (ii) (I) Requrred p = C�6 = 2J 

. -c� c�5 cP 419 (2) Required P = l - cf� -q6 - cj6 = 630 
17C.22 HKCEE MA 2009 I 14 
(a) For Brand A, 1050•8+ 1150-50+ 1250-42+ 1350· 10+ 1450· 10 m�, 120 = 1220 (h) For Brand B,1050·4+ 1150· 12+ 1250-40+ 1350-36+ 1450-28 mean 120 = 1310 (h) > 1220 {h) 

:. Brand B . 8+50+42 5 (b) (i) Requrred p = � = 6 
(ii) . 5 99 73 Reqwredp = l-5 X D9 = 238 1 73 1( c") (iii) Method 1:requiredp= 2· 238 +2 1 cf20 

779 2 
= 1428 . 5 56 II 779 Method 2: requred p = 1-6 x 120  IB > 1428 .·. Meth od 2 

17C.23 HKCEEMA2010-I-14 
(a) (i) . d 2s Required p = c{o = 45 

. c2d 16 (ii) Required p = �/ = 45 
. 28 16 44 (iii) Method 1 Requrred p = 45 + 45 = 45 

Method 2 Required p = I -k = � C2 45 
(b) (i) Alice's mean =275 s, Betty's mean= 272 s < 275 s 

:. Betty 
(ii) Alice got 3 results < 267 s but Betty only got L 

:  Alice 

17C.24 HKCEEMA2011 I 14 
(a) Requiredp=-.(1-!)+2(1 !)=� 12 6 12 3 24 
(b)(i)R'd 5 2 5 equrre p=6x3=g 

('') R . d ( 3 2) ( 2 2) 2 ., equrre p = 12·3 X u·3 =99 
(iii) P{both not making complaints) 

=(�·D·(�·D+2 (1z �-D+i 
62 1 =
99

>2 =a> YES 

17C.25 HKALEMS 1994 11 
(,) (i) 

(iii) 

(bl (i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

Required p = Cj(30%)3{70%)4 = 0 227 
Required p 
= 1- P{next day dry)-P{nextday humid, then dry) 
= l -30%-(70%)(30%) = 0.49 
Required p = (1-0.9 )(1 0.8) = 0.02 
Required p = P(20 dry, 21 dry) +P(20 hmd. 2[ dry) = 0.02+ {0.9){0.9) = 0.83 . 0.02 Required p = 0.83 = 0.0241 

17C.26 HKALEMS 1995 11 
(a) Required p = 1-(1 2%)5 = 0.096079 = 0.0961 (3 s.f.) 
(c) (i) Method 1 Required p =P{22 good)+P(21 good 1 bad)+P(20 good 2 bad} 

= co.903921 )22 +cp {0.903921)21 (0.096079) +cz22 (0.903921 )20 (0.096079)2 

= 0.64455 = 0.645 (3 s.f.) 
Merhod2 Required p = P{lst 20 accepted) +P(l rejected in Isl 20, 21st accepted) +P(2 rejected in 1st 21, 22nd accepted) 

= (0.903921)20 

+cj0 ( o.096079) (0.903921 )20 

+ci {0.096079)2(0.90392I)20 

= 0.64455 = 0.645 (3 s.f.) 
(0.903921 )20 (ii) Required p 0 64455 0.206 

(d) (l r%}5;:::,,0.95 =a> l r%;:::,_ijo]j => r:51.02 Henc e, th e greatest acceptable value of r is 1.02. 
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17C.27 HKALEMS 1998 3 
(a) Median= (161 + 162) �2 = 161.5 ( cm) 
(b) (i) Requiredp= (�)3 (lo) =0.105 

(ii) Requiredp=C§(�/(fo)
3 

=0.0684
17C.28 HKALE MS 1998 5 
(a) (i) No of arrangements= IO! =3628800 

(ii) No of arrangements= 9! x 2! = 725760 
(b) (i) No of arrangements= 10! = 3628800 

(ii) Method I 
N o  of arra ngements= (9!-8!) x 2! = 645120 
Method2 No ofarrangements=Cj x4! x2! x5! x2! =645120 
Method3 
No of arrangements= 8! x 2 x 8 = 645120 

17C.29 HKALEMS 1999 7 
(a) (i) Required p= 0.015 x 0.030 = 0.00045 

(ii) Required p = 0.Ql5 x 0.025 x 0.030=0.00001125 
( iii) Requiredp= 0.00045+0.025 x 0.030-0.00001125 = 0.00118875 =0.001189 (4 s.f.) 

(b) Required p =0.030 
0.015 x0.030 (c) Required p 0.00118875 0.379 

17C.30 HKALE MS 2002 7 
(a) Mean= 61 
(b) Since there are two m odes, one deleted mark is 54. 

The other mark= 61 x 22- (61 + 1.2) x 20 54 =44 
R . d Ci I ( c) eqmre p = c�o = J9 

17C.31 HKALE MS 2003 11 
(a) Required p = �" (b) (i) Requiredp=p 

(ii) p+p+!=l => p=(t-!)+2=!_.2._ n n 2 2n ... I l 0 46 '··· (m) z- 2n 2':. => n2':12.5-"? .u=tn=l3 
(5)' 1 625 (c) (i) Required p = 6 6 = 7776 . l (')'l (')'l (')'1 (ii) Requ1tedp = 6+ 6 6+ 6 6+ 6 6+ ..

(iii) Required p 

¾ 6 
 i-(¾)2 =u
(r-fr)-C¾H W3¾ 625 

1-fr 1296 
17C.32 HKALE MS ?004 11 
(a) Required p = c:1(70%)4(30%) x 0.7 = 0.252105 
(b) (i) Requiredp=l-(0.7)10 -c/0(o.7)9(0.3) -cj0 (0. 7)8 (0.3 )2 - CjO (0. 7) 7 (0.3)3 = 0.350389 = 0.350 ( 3  s.f.) 

CiiJ Required p = cJ0(o.7)6(0.3)4 +cl0co.7f(0.3)5 = 0.303040 = 0.303 (3 s.f.) 
(iii) Re uired = 0.303040 = 0 865 q p 0.350389 . 

(c) (i) Required p= (0.350389)2 = 0.123 
(ii) Required p = (0.350389)(0.7) !0 x 2 = 0.0198 

17C.33 HKALEMS2005 6 
aq 14 (a) Requi red p = (;it = J3' 

. �xP.2 I (b) (i) Method] Reqmredp= 2 .-.4 2 =
r, 6 

C' 1 Method 2 Required p = � = -'-'i 6 
(ii) Method 1 

--_-d 14 1 qcy PJ.xP: 14 R e qurre P = 33 x 6 + c12 x � = 99' ' 
. 14 1 tjcj c? 14 Method2 Reqmredp=

33
x6+ Cf xq=

gg 

17C.34 HKALEMS 2010-5 
(a) 49-(20+a)=27 => a=2 49+  +(80+b) 22+49+···+(80+b) = 2 20 21 1274+b 1296+b _ 2 -,-o- - � 

b=6 
X= (1296+6) +21 =62 

. CJ5 1001 (b) (i) Required p = cw  7752 • 

. 1001 c5,c,15 937 (ii) Reqmredp= l---- �--7752 CJO 1938 

17C.35 HKALE MS 2012- 6 
(30+a) +52+···+92+ (90+b) (a) 30 =71 

2120+a+b=2130 a+b=lO (90+b)-(30+a)=56 => a-b=4 
Solving. a= 1. b = 3 => er= 12.7 

c;q 42 (b) Required P = C13 = 143 

17C.36 HKALEMS?OJ3 11 
(a) (i) Requiredp=l-(l-q)2=2q-q2 

(ii) > 7 2q-c,--=16 => q=0.25orl.75(rejected) 
(b) (i) P(aweekisjullyengaged)=(l-q)5=0.755 

Required p=cf(0.755)(1- 0.755)3 x 0.755 

= 0.0999 
(o) (i) R . d 0?55 I eqwre p = -- = 1024 (ii) Requiredp = q(o.45)2 (0.253 +cf(0.25)2(0.3)) =0.1455 

(ill) P(6 ale switched oft)= C'f (0.25)(0.3)4 

+q' ( 0.25)2 c� c 0.3 )~(0 45) + q co.25)3 (0.45)2 =0.117703125 
c1(0.25)(0.3)4 Requiredp "" l 0.117703125 0.914 

17C.37 HKDSE MA 2013- I IO 
(a) Median= 31 

Mode=23 
(b) (i) (60+b)-(20+a)=47 => b-a=1 ·: 0$a$5a nd1.S:b$9 

(a,b) = (0, 7), (1,8) or (2,9) 
(ii) Requiredp 3+3+3+3+2+9+9 

20x 13 
17C.38 HKDSEMA2014 I 19 

8 65 

. 1 (')'l (')'l (')'1 (a) Reqmredp = 6+ 6 6+ 6 6+ 6 6+ ...
- ¾ - 6 
-1-m2 11 

l 7·2! 75 (b) (i) Expectedno=l0xg+5x�=32 
(ii) Expected no of tokens with Option 2 

=50 ..!._ 6·3! 7x2xCi _ 485 x32 +10x 33 +5x g3 - 256 
75 

 Option I <32 
... ( 

. 1 (l 7-2!) (m) p Ada getting no tokens)= 1- 6 x g + � 

:. NO 
13 =
16 <0.9 

3'8 
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18C.12 HKCEE MA 2004 - I - 11 
A large group of students sat in a Mathematics test consisting of two papers, Paper I and Paper II. The table 
below shows the mean, median, standard deviation and range of the test marks of these students in each 
paper: 

Test paper Mean Median Standard deviation Range 
Paper I 46.1 marks 46 marks 15.2 marks 91 marks 
Paper II 60.3 marks 60 marks 11.6 marks 70 marks 

A student, John, scored 54 marks in Paper I and 66 marks in Paper II. 
(a) Assume that the marks in each paper of the Mathematics test are normally distributed. Relative to other

students, did John perform better in Paper II than in Paper I? Explain your answer.
(b) In a mark adjustment, the Mathematics teacher added 4 marks to the test mark of Paper I for each of

these students. Write down the mean, the median and the range of the test marks of Paper I after the
mark adjustment.

18C.13 HKCEE MA 2005 - I - 15 
The scores (in marks) obtained by a class of20 students in a music test are shown below: 

84 86 90 93 100 
103 120 120 120 121 
122 134 134 136 137 
144 146 146 146 158 

(a) Find the mean, the mean deviation (out of syllabus) and the standard deviation of the above scores.
(b) Mary is one of the students in the class and her standard score in the music test is 1. Is Mary one of the

top 20% students of the class in the music test? Explain your answer.
(c) (i) If one student in the class withdraws, find the probability that the mean of the scores obtained by 

the remaining 19 students in the music test is 122 marks. 
(ii) If two students in the class withdraw, find the probability that the mean of the scores obtained by

the remaining 18 students in the music test is 122 marks.

18C.14 HKCEE MA 2006 -I 14 (To continue as 17C.19.) 
The stem and leaf diagrams below show the distributions of the scores (in marks) of the students of classes A 
and Bin a test, where a, b, c and dare non negative integers less than 10. It is given that each class consists 
of 25 students. 

Class A ClassB 
Stem (tens) Leaf (units) Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 

0 a 9 0 C 3 3 4 5 
2 5 7 8 8 1 1 I 2 2 3 3 5 6 7 8 

2 3 3 5 6 7 9 2 I 5 5 5 7 8 
3 2 3 5 6 9 9 9 3 5 9 
4 2 2 4 b 4 d 

(a) (i) Find the inter quartile range of the score distribution of the students of class A and the inter quartile
range of the score distribution of the students of class B. 

(ii) Using the results of (a)(i), state which one of the above score distributions is less dispersed. Explain
your answer. 

18. STATISTICS

18C.15 HKCEE MA 2007 - I - 4 
The stem and leaf diagram below shows the distribution of weights (in kg) of 15 teachers in a school. 

Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 
5 0 5 5 5 8
6 2 3 7 889 
7 I 3 3 5 

Find the median, the range and the standard deviation of the distribution. 

18C.16 HKCEE MA 2008 - I I 0 
The frequency distribution table and the cumulative frequency distribution table below show the distribution 
of the weights of the 50 babies born in a hospital during the last week, where a, b, c, k, l and mare integers. 

:>We,imtf(Kg} ;·,F.fegµe:l)_cy� 
2.6-2.8 a 
2.9-3.1 12 
3.2-3.4 b 
3.5-3.7 10 
3.8-4.0 C 

Wei@t!e#1ffatt('Rgl".i :<:;aji:,µj�\'\\\Fi;eqµejicy, 
2.85 4 
3.15 k 
3.45 37 
3.75 
4.05 m 

(a) Find a, band c.
(b) Find estimates of the mean and the standard deviation of the weights of the 50 babies born in the hospital

during the last week.

lSC.17 HKCEE MA 2008 I - 14 (Continued from 17C.21.) 
The stem-and-leaf diagram below shows the suggested bonuses (in dollars) of the 36 salesgirls of a boutique: 

Stem (thousands) Leaf (hundreds) 
2 4 4 7 
3 2 5 6 6 8 
4 3 3 3 4 4 7 8 8 8 
5 0 0 3 4 4 6 
6 2 3 3 4 4 9 9 
7 0 4 4 8 
8 2 3 

(a) The suggested bonus of each salesgirl of the boutique is based on her performance. The following table
shows the relation between level of performance and suggested bonus:

(i) 
(ii) 

;;l,�Ve!<>fcR"if<lttrfi,#¢'!ii 'Si¥m\¥l}ljliiill/i!(�,c 
Excellent x > 6500 

Good 4500 < x < 6500 
Fair x<4500 

From the 36 salesgirl, one of them 1s randomly selected. Given that the level of perfonnance of the 
selected salesgirl is good, find the probability that her suggested bonus is less than $5500. 
From the 36 salesgirls, two of them are randomly selected. 
(1) Find the probability that the level of performance of one selected salesgirl is excellent and that

of the other is good. 
(2) Find the probability that the levels of performance of the two selected salesgirls are different.

(b) (i) Find the median and the inter quartile range of the suggested bonuses of the 36 salesgirls.
(ii) The boutique has made a considerable profit and so the manager wants to raise the suggested

bonus of each of the 36 salesgirls such that the median of the suggested bonuses will be increased
by 20% and the inter-quartile range will remain unchanged. Describe how the manager should
raise the suggested bonus of each of the 36 salesgirls.
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lSC.24 HKALE MS 1997 2 
In an experiment, temperatures of a certain liquid under various experimental settings are measured. The 
box and whisker diagram for these temperatures (in cq is constructed below. 
(a) Find the range (in cc) of the temperatures.
(b) The temperature C (in cc) can be converted to the temperature F (in cF) according to the formula

9 F = 5c+32. 
(i) Find the median and interquartile range of the temperatures in °F.
(ii) If the mean and standard deviation of the temperatures are 22cc and 2cc respectively, find their

values in cF. 
', 

I ' ' , 

I I ! 

' I ! ' ' ' ' 

Temperature (cC) 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

lSC.25 HKALE MS 1999 - 3 
A test was carried out to see how quickly a class of students reacted to a visual instruction to press a particular 
key when they played a computer game. Their reaction times, measured in tenths of a second, are recorded 
and the statistics for the whole class are summarised below. 

Lower quartile Upper quarti.Ie Median Minimum Maximum: 
!,:Boys 8 14 11 5 17 
r-,Girls 9 16 11 7 21 

(a) Draw two box-and whisker diagrams comparing the reaction times of boys and girls.
(b) Suppose a boy and a girl are randomly selected from the class. Which one will have a bigger chance of

having a reaction time shorter than 1.1 seconds? Explain.

18C.26 HKALE MS 2000 - 5 

A fitness centre advertised a programme specifically designed 
for women weighing 70 kg or more, and claimed that their 
individual weights could be reduced by at least 20 kg on com
pletion of the programme. 21 women joined the programme 
and their weights in kg when they started are shown. 

Stem (tens) 
7 
8 
9 

(a) Find the median and the interquartile range of these weights. 

Leaf (units) 
0 0 2 3 5 5 7 

6 7 
9 

1 4 5 6 
0 2 5 8 9 

8 

(b) On completion of the programme, the median, lower quartile and upper quartile of the weights of these 
women are 73 kg, 68kg and 77 kg respectively. The lightest and heaviest women weigh 60kg and 82kg 
respectively  Draw two box and-whisker diagrams comparing the weights of these women before and 
after the programme. 

(c) Referring to the box an d whisker diagram in (b), someone claimed that none of these women had re
duced their individual weights by 20 kg or more on completion of the programme. Detennine whether 
this claim is correct or not. Explain your answer briefly.

26S 

18. STATISTICS

lSC.27 HKALE MS 2001 3 
The ages of 35 members of a golf club are shown below. It is known that the median and the range of the 
ages are 36 and 48 respectively, and the ages of the two eldest members differ by 1. 
(a) Find the unknown digits a, band c. Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 
(b) The three members whose ages correspond to the three I !± 8 8 9 9 

unknown digits a, b and c are replaced with three new 2 0 1 2 3 3 4 7 8 
members with ages 12, 38 and 68 respectively. Draw 3 1 2 2 5 k. 9 9 
two box and whisker diagrams comparing the age distri 4 0 2 5 5 6 
butions of the members before and after replacement. 5 2 2 5 5 8 8 

6 0 f 6 

lSC.28 HKALE MS 2003 5 

A researcher conducted a study on the time (in minutes) spent on using the Internet by university students. 
Thirty questionnaires were sent out and only 19 were returned. The results are as follows: 

12 
36 

52 

13 
37 
54 

14 
38 
57 

15 
41 

(a) Construct a stem and leaf diagram for these data.

15 
47 

21 
49 

25 
49 

29 
49 

(b) Suppose that the research has received eight more questionnaires. Three of them show that the time
spent on using the Internet is one hour. The other show that the time spent is more than one hour.
(i) Find the revised median and the revised interquartile range of the time spent . 
(ii) Describe briefly the change in the mean and the change in the range of the time spent. 

lSC.29 HKALE MS 2004 - 5 

Some statistics from a survey on the monthly incomes (in thousands of dollars) of a group of university 
graduates are summarised in the table. 
(a) Using the above information. construct a box and whisker diagram to

describe the distribution of the monthly incomes.
(b) A student proposes to model the distribution of the monthly incomes

of the group of university graduates by a normal distribution with
mean and standard deviation given in the table.
(i) [Out of syllabus] 
(ii) Is the model proposed by the student appropriate? Explain your

answer. 

lSC.30 HKALE MS 2005 - 4 

Minimum 
Maximum 

Lower quartile 
Median 

Upper quartile 
Mean 

Standard deviation 

The stem and leaf diagram below shows the distribution of heights in cm of 32 students. 

8 
52 
10 
17 
20 

17.94 
4.7 

It is found that three records less than 150 cm are incorrect. Each of them should be 10cm greater than the 
original record . Find the change in each of the following statistics after correcting the three records: 
(a) the mean, 
(b) the median,
(c) 
(d) 

the mode, 
the range, 

(e) the interquartile range. 

Stem (tens) 
14 
15 
16 
17 

264 

Leaf (units) 
5 5 6 6 
1 2 2 4 4 5 
0 2 2 5 6 7 
0 2 3 4 4 

5 7 7 7 7 7 9 
8 8 9 
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18C.31 HKALE MS 2006 - 4 
The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the distribution of Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 
the numbers of books read by 24 students of a school 0 3 4 6 7 
in the first term. 1 2 2 3 5 6 7 8 8 9 
(a) Find the median and the interquartile range of the 2 1 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 

numbers of books read. 3 0 0 
(b) The librarian of the school ran a reading award scheme in the second term. The following table shows 

some statistics of the distribution of the numbers of books read by these 24 students in the second term: 
Minimum Lower quartile Median Upper quartile Maximum 

8 26 35 41 46 
(i) Draw two box-and-whisker diagrams of the same scale to compare the numbers of books read by

these students in the first term and in the second term.
(ii) The librarian claims that not less than 50% of these students read at least 5 more books in the

second term than that in the first term. Do you agree? Explain your answer.

18C.32 HKALE MS 2007 - 4 
Albert conducted a survey on the time spent (in hours) on watching television by 16 students. The data 
recorded are 3.7, 1.2, 2.1, 5.1, 2.1, 4.7, 1.9, 2.4, 2.4, 2.9, 3.6, 2.3, 3.9, 2.2, 1.8 and k, where k is the missing 
datum. 
(a) Albert assumes that the range of these data is 5.3 hours.

(i) Find the value of k.
(ii) Construct a stem-and leaf diagram for these data. 
(iii) Find the mean and the median of these data.

(b) Albert finds that the assumption in (a) is incorrect and he can only assume that the range of these data
is greater than 5.3 hours. Describe the change in the mean and the change in the median of these data
due to the revision of Albert's assumption.

lSC.33 HKALE MS 2008 6 
A test is taken by a class of 18 students. The marks are as follows: 

55 82 74 70 91 75 79 
79 59 72 79 73 60 71 

where k is Jane's mark. 

89 
82 

68 
k 

It is known that the mean mark of the class is the same irrespective of including or excluding Jane's. 
(a) Find the value of k. 
(b) If 3 student marks are selected randomly from the set of the 18 student marks, find the probability that 

exactly 1 of them is the mode of the set of the 18 student marks.
(c) A student mark is classified as an outlier if it lies outside the interval (µ.- 2o-,µ. + 20-), whereµ. is the 

mean and a- is the standard deviation of the set of marks. 
(i) Find all the outlier(s) of the set of the 18 student marks.
(ii) In order to assess the students' performance in the test, all outliers are removed from the set.

Describe the change in the median and the standard deviation of the student marks due to such
removal.
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18. STATISTICS 

lSC.34 HKALE MS 201 J 6 
The revision times {in minutes) of 19 students are represented by the stem and leaf diagram in the figure. 
It is known that the mean revision time is ( 40 + b) minutes. 
{a) Find a and b. 
(b) Find the standard deviation of the revision times for the students.
{c) The revision times of 2 more students are added. If both the range 

and the mean do not change after the inclusion of the 2 data, find 
the range of possible values of the standard deviation of the revision 
times for the 21 students. 

lSC.35 HKALE MS 2012-6 

Tens 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Units 
6 7 
0 0 a 
b 3 3 
6 9 
5 9 

2 9 9 
3 6 8 8 

(To continue as 17C.35.) 
An educational psychologist adopts the Internet Addiction Test to measure the students' level of Internet ad
diction. The scores of a random sample of 30 students are presented in the following stem and-leaf diagram. 
Let a- be the standard deviation of the scores. It is known that the mean of the scores is 71 and the range of 
the scores is 56. 
(a) Find the values of a, band a-. 

18C.36 HKDSE MA PP - I - 9 

Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 
3 a 
4 
5 2 4 6 8 
6 0 1 3 5 
7 1 2 2 4 
8 0 2 3 5 
9 0 2 b 

6 7 8 8 9 
5 5 6 8 
8 

The following table shows the distribution of the numbers of online hours spent by a group of children on a 
certain day. 

Number of online hours 2 3 4 5 
Number of children r 8 12 s 

It is given that r and s are positive numbers. 
(a) Find the least possible value and the greatest possible value of the inter quartile range of the distribution. 
(b) If r = 9 and the median of the distribution is 3, how many possible values of s are there? Explain your

answer.

lSC.37 HKDSE MA PP ! - 15 
The mean score of a class of students in a test is 48 marks. The scores of Mary and John in the test are 36 
marks and 66 marks respectively. The standard score of Mary in the test is -2. 
(a) Find the standard score of John in the test
(b) A student, David, withdraws from the class and his test score is then deleted. It is given that his test

score is 48 marks. Will there be any change in the standard score of John due to the deletion of the test
score of David? Explain your answer.
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lSC.45 HK,l)SE MA 2015 1 12 
The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the distribution of the weights 
(in kg) of the students in a football club. 

Stem (tens) Leaf (units) 
4 0 2 3 3 3  
5 l 2 2 3
6 3 5 8 9 
7 8 9 

Find the mean, the median and the range of the above distribution. 

3 
7 

9 
9 

(a) 
(b) Two more students now join the club. It is found that both the mean and the range of the distribution of 

the weights are increased by l kg. Find the weight of each of these students.

lSC.46 HKDSE MA 2015 1 15 
The table below shows the means and the standard deviations of the scores of a large group of students in a 
Mathematics examinations and a Science examination: 

\ Examination II Mean ! Standard deviation I 
Mathematics 66 marks 12 marks 

Science 52 marks 10 marks 
The standard score of David in the Mathematics examination is -0.5. 
(a) Find the score of David in the Mathematics examination.
(b) Assume that the scores in each of the above examinations are normally distributed. David gets 49 marks 

in the Science examination. He claims that relative to other students., he performs better in the Science
examination than in the Mathematics examination. Is the claim correct? Explain your answer.

lSC.47 HKDSE MA 2016-1 - 16 
In a test, the mean of the distribution of the scores of a class of students is 61 marks. The standard scores of 
Albert and Mary are -2.6 and 1.4 respectively. Albert gets 22 marks. A student claims that the range of the 
distribution is at most 59 marks. Is the claim correct? Explain your answer. 

lSC.48 HKDSE MA 2017 1 11 
The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the distribution of the 
hourly wages (in dollars) of the workers in a group. 
It is given that the mean and the range of the distribution 
are $70 and $22 respectively. 

Stem (tens) 
6 
7 
8 

(a) Find the median and the standard deviation of the above distribution.

lSC.49 HKDSE MA 2018-1-10 

(To continue as 17B.43.) 
Leaf (units) 
1 1 1 3 4 6 8 9  
a 7 7 8 

b 

9 

The box-and whisker diagram below shows the distribution of the ages of the clerks in team X of a company. 
It is given that the range and the inter-quartile range of this distribution are 43 and 21 respectively. 

19 27 38 a b 
Age 

(a) Find a and b. 
(b) There are five clerks in team Y of the company and three of them are of age 38. It is given that the runge

of the ages of the clerks in team Y is 20. Team X and team Y are now combined to form a section. The 
manager of the company claims that the range of the ages of the clerks in the section and the range of 
the ages of the clerks in team X must be the same. Do you agree? Explain your answer. 
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18. STATISTICS 

lSC.50 HKDSE MA 2019 - I 12 
Stem (tens) Leaf (units) The stem-and leaf diagram shows the distribution of the 

results (in seconds) of some boys in a 400m race. 
It is given that the inter-quartile range of the ilistribution is 
8 seconds. 

5 a 
6 0 0 3 c c 8 9 9 9 

2 2 5 6 9 7 0 
Findc. 8 b (a) 

(b) It is given that the range of the distribution exceeds 34 seconds and the mean of the distribution is 
69 seconds. Find 
(i) a and b, 
(ii) the least possible standard deviation of the distribution.

18C.51 HKDSE MA2020 - I- 9 

The table below shows the distnOution of the numbers of subjects taken by a class of students. 

Number of subjects taken j 4 5 6 7 
Number of students II 8 12 16 4 

(a) Write down the mean, the median and the standard deviation of the above distribution.
(b) A new student now joins the class. The number of subjects taken by the new student is 5. Find 

the change in the median of the distribution due to the joining of this student. 
(5 mrucks) 

ISCS2 HKDSEMA2020-I-ll 
The stem-and-leaf diagram below shows the distribution of the weights (in grams} of the letters in a bag. 

smuens) J&af (units) 
I l 2 3 3 
2 3 3 4 5 6 9 9 
3 1 6 7 8 8 8 
4 2 
5 0 w 

It is given that the range of the above distribution is the triple of its inter-quartile range. 
(a) 
(b) 

Find w. (4marks) 
If a letter is randomly chosen from the bag, find the probability that the weight of the chosen 
letter is not less than the mode of the distnOution. (2 marks) 
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